FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Commencement Ceremony

9:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m. April 17, 2021
2:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m. April 18, 2021
9:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m. April 23, 2021
9:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m. April 24, 2021

Donald L. Tucker Civic Center
HISTORY OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

In 1851, state legislators provided for the establishment of two institutions of higher learning in Florida east and west of the Suwanee River. The purpose for these schools was to instruct men and women in the art of teaching all facets of a common school education, as well as to provide instruction in the mechanic arts; husbandry; agriculture; fundamental laws; and citizens’ rights and duties. In 1856, when state representatives accepted Tallahassee Mayor Francis Eppes’ offer of city-owned land and the Florida Institute’s existing school building, Tallahassee became the western institution’s permanent home.

Following the Civil War, the Florida Institute entered a period of growth and development. By 1897 it had become the first liberal arts college in the state, and in 1901 became Florida State College. In 1905, the Legislature reorganized Florida’s educational system. The school became an all-women’s college and was subsequently renamed Florida State College for Women. However, when World War II ended, returning veterans required additional educational resources. In 1947, the Governor signed an act of the Legislature returning FSCW to a coeducational institution and renaming it The Florida State University.

The 1950s and 60s brought further development and expansion with the addition of new colleges and schools, such as Business, Library Science, Social Welfare (later split into Social Work and Criminology), and Nursing. The 1970s and 80s saw the establishment of programs in African American Studies, Women’s Studies, and the expansion and strengthening of the Liberal Arts Program. From 1957 to 2000, FSU opened study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama; Florence, Italy; London, England; and Valencia, Spain. FSU’s International Programs offers study opportunities that vary from year to year, but can include locations in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. Additionally, The Center for Global Engagement hosts exchange programs in Jamaica and Germany (Beyond Borders).

Between 2001 and 2015, a new College of Medicine opened, and regional medical campuses were added throughout the state. In 2005, The Pathways of Excellence initiative was designed to competitively hire faculty to enhance the university’s standing through a series of strategic goals. Most notably, benchmarks were met that led to FSU being named a preeminent university by the Florida Legislature, which set it on a path to become one of the top 25 public universities in the nation.

In each succeeding decade, Florida State University has added to its academic organization and presently comprises seventeen independent colleges. The University offers 267 bachelor’s, master’s, and specialist degrees as well as 84 doctoral degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law and the Doctor of Medicine. Recent efforts have been focused on elevating the university’s reputation as a preeminent research institution; presiding over a one billion dollar fundraising campaign; advancing the university’s academic and research mission; championing diversity and inclusion; becoming one of the most veteran-friendly campuses in the country; and welcoming the best and brightest students in the university’s history.
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COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

The Honorable Richard Corcoran

CHANCELLOR
STATE UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM OF FLORIDA

The Honorable Marshall Criser III

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

The Honorable Sydney Kitson, Chair
The Honorable Timothy M. Cerio
The Honorable Aubrey Edge
The Honorable Patricia Frost
The Honorable Edward Haddock
The Honorable H. Wayne Huizenga, Jr.
The Honorable Ken Jones
The Honorable Darlene Luccio Jordan
The Honorable Brian Lamb
The Honorable Alan Levine
The Honorable Charles H. Lydecker
The Honorable Ally Schneider
The Honorable Steven M. Scott
The Honorable William Self
The Honorable Eric Silagy
The Honorable Kent Stermon

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The Honorable Edward E. Burr, Chair
The Honorable Maximo Alvarez
The Honorable Kathryn Ballard
The Honorable Eric Chicken
The Honorable Peter Collins
The Honorable Emily Fleming Duda
The Honorable Jorge Gonzalez
The Honorable Jim W. Henderson
The Honorable Jonathan Levin
The Honorable Craig Mateer
The Honorable Deborah Sargeant
The Honorable Bob Sasser
The Honorable John Thiel
ORDER OF
THE CONFERRAL
OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at Florida State University, the Dedman College of Hospitality is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

Dedman College of Hospitality
Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship
College of Applied Studies
The Graduate School
College of Medicine
College of Motion Picture Arts
FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Communication and Information
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
College of Law
College of Nursing
College of Business
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Social Work
College of Music
College of Human Sciences
College of Education
College of Arts and Sciences

ACADEMIC REGALIA

Patterened after medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement, and wearer's academic discipline. The colors on the trimmings of doctoral gowns, the edging on hoods, and the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates reflect the student's academic area of study.

The colors seen at an FSU commencement ceremony are traditional and include white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences, and green for medicine.

The wearer's degree is reflected by their gown and hood. A gown worn fastened at the top that features long, pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long, chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and will agree with the hood's edging.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears a hood whose lining is in the colors of his or her alma mater, with edging that represents his or her academic discipline.

The color of the undergraduate candidate's cap tassel indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates-for-degree usually wear black tassels; however, the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left side of the cap. Thereafter, it remains on the cap's left side.

The continuity of these academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages, and tradition dictates that they should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility, as well.

Students who are wearing cords in today's ceremony are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded only to undergraduates. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate Cum Laude (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for Magna Cum Laude (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for Summa Cum Laude (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS

Susan Fiorito
James Hunt
Rochelle Marrinan

Geoffrey Thomas
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS

Courtney Barry
Heather Bishop
Brandon Bowden
Craig Filar
Sara Hamon

Lynn Hogan
Allison Peters
Annette Schwabe
Shannon Staten
Felicia Williams

DOCTORAL MARSHALS

Kacy King
Jillian White
William Woodyard

COLLEGE MARSHALS

Deborah Armstrong
Ken Armstrong
Susan Blessing
David Braithwaite
Ralph Brower
Daniel Broxterman
Kristina Buhrman
Ashley Bush
Joe Calhoun
Erin Castro
Cecilia Chouhy
Mikhail Dmitriev
Jim Elsner
Keith Fergeson

Brad Gomez
Tarez Samra Graban
Shelly Griffin
Eric Hellstrom
Dalisha Herring
Tom Houp
Jean Hudson
Jonathan Jackson
Lyndsay Jenkins
Bhargav Karamched
Sally Karfioth
Martin Kavka
Brad Kile
Amy Kowal

Keon Lee
Alan Lemmon
Guosheng Liu
Biwu Ma
Chad Marzen
Jayur Mehta
Matthew Mewhinney
Xufeng Niu
Jason Pappas
Brian Parker
Michelle Parker
John Reynolds
Kenny Reynolds
Britain Riley

Kris Salata
Debjyoti Sinha
Dennis Smith
Sherry Southerland
Anthony Speights
Craig Stanley
Lisa Turner DeVera
Chuck Viosca
Maria Whyte
Dina Wilke
Sandy Wong

CONVOCAITIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber,
Kyle Clark, Taylor Gomez, Sally McRorie, Joe O'Shea
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
John Thrasher, President, Presiding

Processional
*Pomp and Circumstance*
Sir Edward Elgar

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Pledge of Allegiance and the National Anthem)

Welcome and Comments
Mr. John Thrasher
President, Florida State University

Welcome
Mr. Jonathan Levin
2020-2021 Student Body President

Commencement Address
Mr. John Thrasher
President, Florida State University

Hymn to the Garnet and Gold
J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
FSU College of Music Choirs

Conferring of Academic Degrees
Mr. John Thrasher
President, Florida State University

Recessional
*March on the Hymn to the Garnet and Gold*
J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Setting by: Patrick Dunnigan
Dr. Patrick Dunnigan, Conductor
FSU Symphonic Band

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE
With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.

The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION
The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. John Thrasher is the sixth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER
The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier’s position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS

Dedman College of Hospitality  Dr. Donald Farr
Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship  Dr. Susan Fiorito
College of Applied Studies  Dr. Randall Hanna
The Graduate School  Dr. Mark Riley
College of Medicine  Dr. John P. Fogarty
College of Motion Picture Arts  Mr. Reb Braddock
FAMU-FSU College of Engineering  Dr. J. Murray Gibson
College of Fine Arts  Dr. James Frazier
College of Communication and Information  Dr. Lawrence C. Dennis
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy  Dr. Tim Chapin
College of Law  Dr. Erin O’Hara O’Connor
College of Nursing  Dr. Laurie Grubbs
College of Business  Dr. Michael Hartline
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice  Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg
College of Social Work  Dr. James Clark
College of Music  Dr. Todd Queen
College of Human Sciences  Dr. Michael Delp
College of Education  Dr. Damon Andrew
College of Arts and Sciences  Dr. Sam Huckaba
Undergraduate Studies  Dr. Joe O’Shea
University Libraries  Dr. Gale Etschmaier
Dean of Students  Dr. Angela Chong
JIM MORAN COLLEGE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Kellianne Cooper Alexia Aaron (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Carson Daniel Alexander – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Juliana Ardila (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Sebastian Ascanio – Retail Entrepreneurship
Olivia Maria Ayala (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Daniel Anthony Barczykowski – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Riley Ann Benson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Entrepreneurship
Ethan Christopher Blanc – Retail Entrepreneurship
Baelee Savannah Bogart (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Zoie Hannah Bogart (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Morgan Lane Bolan (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Richard Allen Bolinger III – Commercial Entrepreneurship
David Conner Bozeman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Samantha Renee Brown – Retail Entrepreneurship
Carly Elise Bull – Retail Entrepreneurship
Chloe Brooke Burchard – Retail Entrepreneurship
Caitlyn Marie Burdush (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alexa Cabrera – Retail Entrepreneurship
Kelly Cantelou – Retail Entrepreneurship
Meghan Breanna Carter – Retail Entrepreneurship
Elizabeth Joyce Casey – Retail Entrepreneurship
Madeline Olivia Castello (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Nicholas Wilson Cave (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Taylor Christina Cednick (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
James Cheney – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Brittany L. Collins – Retail Entrepreneurship
Carolyn Collins (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Cayla Marie Coningsby – Retail Entrepreneurship
Joshua Tristan Cooper – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Migdalia Azucena Cordova (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Catelyn Gayle Cowart – Retail Entrepreneurship
Daisha Danielle Curtis – Retail Entrepreneurship

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Robin Paige Cutts – Retail Entrepreneurship
Grace Caroline Daffin – Retail Entrepreneurship
Hunter Cole Dalton – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Mason Bradley Daniel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Lauren Davis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Caroline Dejitar – Retail Entrepreneurship
Mary Canning DeLorenzo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Priscilla Diaz – Retail Entrepreneurship
Tiffany Amber Dingley – Social Entrepreneurship
Caleb Brian Dobson – Retail Entrepreneurship
Joanna Rose Downey – Retail Entrepreneurship
Abigail Rose Draverns – Retail Entrepreneurship
Sarah Ruth Dumas – Retail Entrepreneurship
Lyra Nichole Durr – Retail Entrepreneurship
Katherine Parlin Escobar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Julia Elena Fernandez – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Gabriela De Oliveira Figueiredo (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Joey Margaret Flanagan – Retail Entrepreneurship
Zachary Thomas Froelich – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ricardo Gabriel Garcia – Retail Entrepreneurship
Camryn Marie Giorgio – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jessica Marie Giord – Retail Entrepreneurship
Katherine Anne Golini (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alex Robert Goria (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Alani Green – Retail Entrepreneurship
Eric Michael Green III (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Melanie Groenendaal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Cristen Leigh Gunn (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Benjamin Huber Hamrick – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Sophia Hattem (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Caleb Walter Hayes (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Evangelie Paolo Hernandez – Retail Entrepreneurship
Christopher James Hodgson – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Peyton Violet Hoey (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Ethan Thomas Hoffer (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
James Rios Houston – Social Entrepreneurship
Charles Landon Howard, Jr. – Retail Entrepreneurship
Connor James Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Timothy Brian Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Entrepreneurship
David Obed Joseph – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ashley Hannah Kane (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Joseph Nicholas Kelley – Commercial Entrepreneurship
John Spencer Kempton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Madison Ann Kern – Retail Entrepreneurship
Nicholas Charles Kintz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Kirsten Anna Klos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
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Kyleigh Anne Koch – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Fletcher McConnell Kress (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Hailey Morgan Ladd – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Madisyn Kate Laskowski – Retail Entrepreneurship
Camille Elisabeth Lastrapes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Samuel A. Lauro, Jr. – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Jared Lawrence (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Lucas Le – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Dylan Matthew Leoni (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Paige Morgan Meilvenson – Retail Entrepreneurship
Damien Wallace Lindor – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Hali Danielle Livingston – Retail Entrepreneurship
Nakiah Kapreece Lockwood – Retail Entrepreneurship
Emery Louise Lowden (CUM LAUDE) – Social Entrepreneurship
Antonio Gaetano Mainolfi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Christian Raymond Mair (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Crosby Dane Martin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Entrepreneurship
Emily Mattern – Retail Entrepreneurship
William Walter McCarthy (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ahynni Deaga McCray – Retail Entrepreneurship
Brenna Anne McWha Baker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Victoria Leta Melby (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Olivia Lauren Miller – Retail Entrepreneurship
Hunter Gajda Miranda (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Cecilia Monge (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Rafe Joel Monteiro – Social Entrepreneurship
Caroline Moon (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Audrey Patricia Mooney (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Erin Catherine Moye – Retail Entrepreneurship
Whitney Christine Myrtil – Retail Entrepreneurship
Eytan Namiech – Retail Entrepreneurship
Emily Hope Nelson (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Julia Johanna Neuner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ryan O’Malley – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Robert Bruce Orcutt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Gabrielle Rachel Ovadia (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Benjamin Robert Palumbo – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Linda Pan – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alexis Christine Peck – Retail Entrepreneurship
Cullen Robert Peterson – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Diyanté Pileta – Retail Entrepreneurship
Carly Eden Polacey (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Elena Christine Geretta Possert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Guy Everett Quattlebaum (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Julia Catherine Quinn (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Andre Riley Randall (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Nicole Diana Recuset – Retail Entrepreneurship
Julia Eleftheriadis (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Carson Madeline Rio – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jade Rivchin – Retail Entrepreneurship
Sydney Roberson – Retail Entrepreneurship
Aliya Rasheille Robinson – Retail Entrepreneurship
Chase Patrick Rogers – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ashley Isabel Rosado (CUM LAUDE) – Social Entrepreneurship
Victoria Magdalena Rudolph (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Natalie Charlotte Ruhl – Retail Entrepreneurship
Emily Dodd Russell (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Danielle Saccal (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Mac Peter Sacco – Commercial Entrepreneurship
James Bennett Sampey – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Stefanny Sanchez (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Bria Latrelle Sanford – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jared Daniel Scarpati – Social Entrepreneurship
Sarah Lyn Schafer (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Stephen Christoph Scherer – Social Entrepreneurship
Skye Jensen Schlueter – Retail Entrepreneurship
Max Andreas Schmidt – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jacob B. Sheridan – Social Entrepreneurship
Megan Rachel Silva – Retail Entrepreneurship
Dylan Samuel Silver (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
William Gregory Singleton – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Meaghan Sullivan Slater – Retail Entrepreneurship
Blanka Francisca Somogyi (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Lorenzo Vidal Sostre – Retail Entrepreneurship
Anna J. Sourini (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Holly Marie Speyde (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
William Lester Sundberg, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Lane Richard Sundermeyer – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Andrea Surca – Retail Entrepreneurship
Erin Michele Sweet – Retail Entrepreneurship
Lauren Elizabeth Sykes (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Davis Hamilton Taylor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Charlie Maxwell Tobin (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Kendall J. Tveter (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Edsel Randal Ugalde – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Addison Caley Ura – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Gabriel Vallejo (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Christian Vazquez – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Rachel Marie Viani (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Jonathan Angelo Virga (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Brooke Nicole Walden – Retail Entrepreneurship
Allison Elena Weachter (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Benjamin Reid Wiegel – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Anssel Merrell Williams – Retail Entrepreneurship
Delaney Nicole Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Hannah Alexis Williams – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alfred Yeh (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Mattie Kristina Zwerin – Retail Entrepreneurship

**COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES**

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Sydney Reece Clifton – Professional Communication
Chandra Alexis Kaelyn Cooper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Lauren Faircloth (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Jason JohnPaul Franzese – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Shaquille D. Huffman – Law Enforcement Operations
Joseph E. Jankowski – Professional Communication
Raveen Alexis-Marie Kilgore – Professional Communication
Mia Courtney Ledford – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Cherry Rae Martina – Law Enforcement Operations
Richard Ros Vede (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Cameron M. Swift (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Christopher Berry Thomas – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Keyanna Aaliyah Walkins – Crime Scene Investigation
Sarah Grace Wirrick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication

Master of Science
With Major In
James Donald Adams – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Kristin Elisabeth Basila – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Brandon Garcia Chim – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Courtney Diane Ennis – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Brandon Lupkey – Law Enforcement Intelligence
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Paola Andreae Aguilar Neuville (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Ava Rose Alexander – Clinical Professions
Lana Alexander – Clinical Professions
Marya Natasha Ali (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Chase Michael Arnold (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Tenella Orianne Arscott – Clinical Professions
Holland Rose Bakker – Clinical Professions
Aaron Christian Bentley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Emily Annabeth Binninger (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Viviana Carolina Buentello – Clinical Professions
Taylor Lynn Butler – Clinical Professions
Brooke Ann Cary – Clinical Professions
Sophia Castaneda-Mariotti (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sebastian Andres Castillo (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Marina Cediel (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Brandy Morgan Chang – Clinical Professions
Hannah Mae Cohen – Clinical Professions
Orlando Andres Colon De Feria – Clinical Professions
Cian Cranfield (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Peyton Crutchfield (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Bich Duy Dao (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Emily Frances Dayton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Spencer Dechert (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Marielle Cristina Diaz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Nicole V. Doble – Clinical Professions
Kemberline Edouard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Erica Elmo – Clinical Professions
Marjorie Fitzsimmons (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sean Michael Gabany (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Gillian Margaret Gaeta (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Valentina Gallo (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Megan Nicole Garcia – Clinical Professions
Caleb Jarrett Getty (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Monica Ghazi (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Rebecca Martine Gibons (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Amani Kasumi Gordon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Taylor Ann Gorham - Clinical Professions
Cardinal Susan Hastings – Clinical Professions
Katherine Monica Haynack – Clinical Professions
Lauren Hopson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Isabel A. Jarmol (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Isabel Iliana Jimenez – Clinical Professions
Alexandra Marie Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Megan Rose Kavanaugh (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sage Anne Keckstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Hannah Elizabeth Keller – Clinical Professions
Jack Ketselens (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Austin James Krauze (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Molly Yasmine Lavaud (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Helen Grace Lu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Rachel Erin Magee – Clinical Professions
Neal Malhotra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Noah Mandle (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Shamea Tatiana Maylor – Clinical Professions
Caitlin Mariana McCann – Clinical Professions
Alexis Dayle McCoy (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Madison Rose McCraney (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Allison Mary McGrath - Clinical Professions
Allie Rose Morris (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sierra Taylor Morris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Morgan Neal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Brogan Elias Ness (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Taylor Marie Noyes (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Gabrielle Obrien – Clinical Professions
Karen Rachel Orenshayn – Clinical Professions
John Tyler Parker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Laura Pembile (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Jennifer Lynn Pennebaker – Clinical Professions
Ashley Michelle Perez – Clinical Professions
Marileana Petrovic (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Bailey Grace Phipps (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Samantha Gachy Quinoa – Clinical Professions
Tatiana Maria Quintas (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Garrett S. Raekers – Clinical Professions
Brenda Rayo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Cameron Robart – Clinical Professions
Tyler Runyan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Ethan Jacob Scammell (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Alexis Catherine Schivley – Clinical Professions
Jacob Thomas Smith – Clinical Professions
Natalie Renee Stokes (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sydney Paige Stoneback (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Alexa Nicole Stylianakis (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Mary Switzer (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sunley Kathan Taha (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Olivia Taylor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Brandell Theard – Clinical Professions
Natalie Joy Thomas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Jailene Alexandra Torres – Clinical Professions
Mitchell Alan Valadie (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Imani Nalikah Wideman – Clinical Professions
Benjamin Michael Wright (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Master of Science
With Major In

Jessica Danielle Belford – Physician Assistant Practice
Caitlyn Blake-Hedges – Research in Biomedical Sciences
Hannah Callison – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Susan Dedicatoria – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Ashley Kathania Desinor – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Laeticia Marie Andree Hollant – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Justin Tyler Hover – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Jacqueline Melissa Lutz – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Kanya Melnea Neymour – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Terry Nim – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Amanda Raymond – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Tamara Raymond – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Vivian Tansios – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Mary Rosalyn Taylor – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Candy Vo Tran – Physician Assistant Practice
Riann Richards’ White – Bridge to Clinical Medicine

Doctor of Medicine
With Major In

Ranbir Ahluwalia – Medicine
Courtney Ariel Alexander – Medicine
Alysia Danielle Allem – Medicine
David Samuel Allenger – Medicine
Raqel Atencio – Medicine
Sana Faquihul Azam – Medicine
Jonathan Bartolomei – Medicine
Whitney Taylor Basford – Medicine
Beau J. Billings – Medicine
William Barry Bradley – Medicine
Mary Alexandra Bramlage – Medicine
COLLEGE OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS

Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Alexander Prescott Bale (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Kelly Ann Barnes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Andrew Thomas Ferreira Bell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Luke Berard (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Zachary Hunter Bright (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Kaitlyn Convin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Chase Elizabeth Davis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production

FAMU - FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Amro Abdelaal – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Tasha Alexandra Acosta – Civil Engineering/Environmental
Ana Gabriela Aguileru Pino (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Emily Grace Alfaro – Industrial Engineering
David Antonio Alcoba – Mechanical Engineering
Breanna Nicole Allgeyer – Chemical Engineering
Travis John Amara – Mechanical Engineering
Michael Calvin Anderson – Civil Engineering
Ronald Blake Angerbrandt – Civil Engineering
Sergio Arana (WITH HONORS) – Cell and Bioprocess Engineering
Michelle Marie Arias – Industrial Engineering
Daniel Arias Rubio – Civil Engineering/Environmental and Civil Engineering
Hussein Assaf – Civil Engineering
Jacob D.W. Athey – Cell and Bioprocess Engineering
India Rose Baggaley – Civil Engineering/Environmental and Civil Engineering
Rafael Antonio Barragan Diaz – Imaging and Signal Processing
Braden Chase Baumgardner – Civil Engineering
Collin Andrew Bean (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Sean Bean (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Tarek Bishnak (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
David Brooks Bishop – Mechanical Engineering
Joshua James Blank (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Jake Robert Bleier – Civil Engineering
Richmond Thomas Bowen – Civil Engineering
Charles Andrew Brenner (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Kira Lily Bronstein – Computer Engineering
Stephen Joseph Brown – Mechanical Engineering
Jessica Taylor Brown-Bosch – Mechanical Engineering
Martina Buktenica (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Andre Burbano – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Julia Madison Burroughs – Civil Engineering
Maylú Michelle Burrows Vargas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Sidney Milan Cameron (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Roderick Levon Campbell, Jr. – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Tyler J. Camposano – Computer Engineering
Maria Laura Canonico Castro (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Bond E Lindley Cantrell – Civil Engineering
Clint E. Caple – Civil Engineering
Christian Wade Capper – Civil Engineering
David N. Carbajal – Civil Engineering
Juan Diego Castro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Corie Xin Cates (CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Jessica Michele Cavalieri – Civil Engineering and Civil Engineering/Environmental
Dylan Isidro Cedeno – Mechanical Engineering
Simon Charr – Electrical Engineering
Lauren Elizabeth Chin – Mechanical Engineering
Connor N. Chuppe – Mechanical Engineering
Michael Stephen Corak – Mechanical Engineering
Georgi Cowan (WITH HONORS) – Chemical Engineering
Mathew Crespo – Mechanical Engineering
Alexis Cross – Computer Engineering
Paul Cunningham – Mechanical Engineering
Jenna Rosol Core (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Lauren Casimira Daley (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Imaging and Signal Processing
Bailey Anne Davis – Industrial Engineering
Gabriel Wanching De Leon – Computer Engineering
Esteban Eduardo Delfino – Industrial Engineering
Aria Delmar (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Electrical Engineering
Julia Palmer Dennis – Civil Engineering
Jayson Philip Dickinson – Mechanical Engineering
Jackson Dallas DiGiovanna – Electrical Engineering
Zoe Claire Dillehay – Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Connor Dinan – Chemical Engineering
Patrick Dale Dixon – Mechanical Engineering
Nolan Dyer – Computer Engineering
Richard Walter Elmore – Civil Engineering
James Thomas Evans – Mechanical Engineering
Joaquim Adriel Feit – Computer Engineering
Joseph Daniel Figari – Mechanical Engineering
John Wesley Flourny – Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Matthew Floyd (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Fowler – Mechanical Engineering
Hunter Frankeburger – Industrial Engineering
Corey George Fuller – Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Garcia Menduina – Mechanical Engineering
Javier Garcia Rodriguez – Industrial Engineering
Nicholas Michael Gerardk – Chemical Engineering
Christian Andrew Gibson – Electrical Engineering
Anthony Patrick Edward Ging – Computer Engineering
Mackenzie Graham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Jacen Alejandro Graterol Andrade – Chemical Engineering
Brandon Greene – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Eric Grogans – Computer Engineering
Grant Matthew Groom (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Alejandro Guerra Lacayo – Industrial Engineering
Kaitlyn Marie Gurtner – Computer Engineering
Bradley David Guthrie – Computer Engineering
Ethan Hale (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Jake Steven Hamilton – Mechanical Engineering
Kevin Hartzog – Mechanical Engineering
Taylor Austin Harvey – Mechanical Engineering
Chandler Daniel Hatcher (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Marcus Christopher Hatchett – Mechanical Engineering
Hunter Sterling Hayes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Storm Woraphom Hewitt – Industrial Engineering
John Hogarty (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Jacob Charles Holdsworth – Mechanical Engineering
Trace Harrison Hunter – Civil Engineering
Vivi Huyhn – Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Iuso – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Madison Sierra Jaffe (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Alexandar Jengbao Jen (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Tristan Ronald Jenkins – Mechanical Engineering
Claudia Belen Jimeno – Electrical Engineering
Leon Tommy Johnson, Jr. – Mechanical Engineering
Ornella Colineth Jones – Industrial Engineering
Ryan Jones – Electrical Engineering
Xhoja Antania Joseph (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Vallion Danny Joyce – Computer Engineering
Nicholas Kirby Jungers (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Marwan S. Kamleh – Electrical Engineering
Hannah Elizabeth Kelsey – Industrial Engineering
Aaron David Kidd – Civil Engineering
Panos Paul Kiratzis (CUM LAUDE) – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Brandon Clay Kowsalski – Industrial Engineering
David Kenneth Kyser – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Austin Lee LaFever – Mechanical Engineering
David Young Langston – Civil Engineering
Dalton David LeClair – Mechanical Engineering
Joseph Benito Ledo-Massey – Mechanical Engineering
Meghan Legroza (WITH HONORS) – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Brittany Michelle Lemke – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Axel Francesco Lewis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Emilie Nicole Lobachev – Electrical Engineering
Ryan Patrick Loving (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Michael Joseph Macedo – Mechanical Engineering
Angelo Dino Mainolfi – Mechanical Engineering
Emma Martin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Adrian Javier Martinez – Chemical Engineering
Nathan Shayne McDonald – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Madison Leilah McGlone – Industrial Engineering
Kyle James McMullen – Civil Engineering
Elizabeth Kimberly Meinert-Spyker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Cell and Bioprocess Engineering
Aloisa Maura Mink – Cell and Bioprocess Engineering
Catherine Rose Mendoza – Industrial Engineering
Diego Mendoza – Electrical Engineering
Logan Robert Mercado – Civil Engineering
Andi Antoine Mercier Altamiranda (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Hugh C. Merryday (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Claudia Mibelli – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Mackenzie Elizabeth Miles (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Robert Clark Miller III (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Tiffany Miller – Electrical Engineering
Melissa Kristine Molina (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering/Environmental
Jacob Theron Moore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Christina Joy Morrow – Mechanical Engineering
Usman Mughal – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Ryker W. Mullinix – Mechanical Engineering
Marshall Nachreiner (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Rahul S. Nana – Chemical Engineering
Gabriele Nicole Nelson (CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Alexander Joseph Noll – Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Michele Noyes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Alwell Chinchye Nyachukwu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Sawyer Ayers O’Bryan – Mechanical Engineering
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Hassana Janice O'Connor – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering

Trevor John Obal – Civil Engineering

Madison Mae Orlowski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Adebayo O. Oshinusi – Chemical Engineering

Merve Ozer – Civil Engineering

Nicholas Allan Palestrini – Mechanical Engineering

Lydia Johnson Panabaker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering

Jamari L. Parker – Chemical - Materials Engineering

Michael Parkhurst (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Harshal Samirbhai Patel – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering

Jared Patsch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering

Dimitrije Pejic – Civil Engineering

Samuel Joel Perlman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering

Rachel Pescick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering

Whitney Brian Pettis – Mechanical Engineering

Christopher William Pettit – Chemical Engineering

Nicolas Picard – Mechanical Engineering

Jacob Robert Pifer – Mechanical Engineering

Christian Dale Pollock – Electrical Engineering

Melanie Ana Porter – Mechanical Engineering

Alexander N. Preddy – Industrial Engineering

Spencer Kyle Prescott – Civil Engineering

Maroshah Proby – Industrial Engineering

David Enrique Real (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering

Shane Philip Reed (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Giffin Owen Reilly – Civil Engineering

Alvaro Daniel Reyes, Jr. – Computer Engineering

Diandra Reyes – Mechanical Engineering

Tanner David Rhymes – Chemical Engineering

Asher Rich – Computer Engineering

Emily Nicole Rini (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Jerome Rivas – Chemical Engineering

Hannah Grace Roberts (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Thomas Maxwell Roca – Industrial Engineering

Daniela Rodas (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering

Bryant Rodriguez – Computer Engineering

Derek Alain Rodriguez (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Jacquelyn Macy Rogers – Civil Engineering

Camilo Alejandro Romero (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering and Civil Engineering/Environmental

Joseph Anthony Rowley – Industrial Engineering

Alfonso A. Russell – Electrical Engineering

Matthew Sabo – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering

Ninett O. Sanchez – Mechanical Engineering

Veronica Nicole Sanchez – Industrial Engineering

Brett Steven Sanderson – Industrial Engineering

Alyssa Marie Santana – Cell and Bioprocess Engineering

Andreu Francisco Santeiro – Mechanical Engineering

Thuraia Saraij – Civil Engineering

Austin Bart Saunders (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Andrew Edward Sayers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Megan Lynn Scott – Industrial Engineering

Jake Thomas Seaman (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Makenna Sebastian – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering

Morgan August Richard Sefcik – Mechanical Engineering

Dakota Skylar Silverman – Mechanical Engineering

Ryan James Simpson – Industrial Engineering

Calen Robert Sims – Computer Engineering

Maxwell Stephen Siriani – Mechanical Engineering

Sage Eliza Smith – Chemical Engineering

Zachary Daniel Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Jesus Eduardo Sosa Perez – Computer Engineering

Cory Patrick Stanley (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

John Glenn Storms – Mechanical Engineering

Conner Stuart – Mechanical Engineering

Juan Diego Tapia Broce – Mechanical Engineering

Carey Edward Tarkinson (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Joseph Manchester Thyer – Mechanical Engineering

Sabrina Beatriz Torres – Mechanical Engineering

Yazmeen Adriana Torres Moncayo (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Dominick A. Tressler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering

Stephen Fabian Tsutsumi – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering

Edwin Ralph Mardochee Ulysse – Industrial Engineering

Max Jacob Urscheler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering

Antoinette Nicole Velazquez – Civil Engineering

Leonardo Velazquez – Electrical Engineering

Gabrik Adrian Vera – Chemical Engineering

Julian Alberto Villamil – Mechanical Engineering

Linh Xuan Vu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering

Nathan Joseph Walser – Electrical Engineering

Jaryl Niles Walton – Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering

Elizabeth Lannie Watkins – Industrial Engineering

Katherine Diane Watson – Industrial Engineering

Peter Huckleberry Watson – Mechanical Engineering

Teresa Marie Weaver – Computer Engineering

Jordan Weid – Mechanical Engineering

Deidre Dionne White – Industrial Engineering

Jeffery Lee Williams – Electrical Engineering

Thomas Jay Williams – Electrical Engineering

James Alexander Wilson – Mechanical Engineering

Jared David Wolber (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering

Evan Woodard – Electrical Engineering

Alexander Stefan Wozny (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Jonathan Wozny (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Noah Thoer Amberleigh Wright – Mechanical Engineering

Jonathan Anthony Yepez – Industrial Engineering

Kyle Nicolas York – Electrical Engineering

Kyle Nicholas Yomans – Mechanical Engineering

Gavin Ronald Young – Mechanical Engineering

Ali Yuncuoglu – Civil Engineering

Guadalupe Zepeda – Industrial Engineering

Robert William Zube – Mechanical Engineering

Andrew Wayne Zubowicz – Civil Engineering

Master of Engineering

With Major In

Saishree Mahesh – Civil Engineering

Yashar Mahkoutouni – Civil Engineering

Yu Zhang – Civil Engineering

Master of Science

With Major In

Parnian Abdi – Civil Engineering

William Rene Abraira II – Mechanical Engineering

Daniel Charles Barzycki – Chemical Engineering

Xingchi Chen – Chemical Engineering

Melissa Ann Davis – Industrial Engineering

Ryan Dingman – Mechanical Engineering

Liu Dong – Materials Science & Engineering

Alex Fournier – Systems Engineering

Carlos Germoson Polanco – Chemical Engineering

Robert Hay – Systems Engineering

Adam Farris Humble – Systems Engineering

Aniket Jambhale – Electrical Engineering

Boweil Jin – Engineering Management

Jarred Michael Kindler – Systems Engineering

Nissi Supriya Konda – Mechanical Engineering

Jacob Koos – Mechanical Engineering

Kashif Liaqat – Mechanical Engineering

Yuan Liu – Biomedical Engineering

Pengsu Mao – Industrial Engineering

Jenny Ann Matheny – Systems Engineering

Zachary Winthrop Mercer – Mechanical Engineering

Melanie Munroe – Mechanical Engineering

Katherine Obiaja Hernandez – Biomedical Engineering

Ankit Miness Patel – Materials Science & Engineering

Jullian Dean Revelle – Systems Engineering

Muhammad Saud Ul Hassan – Mechanical Engineering

Michael Small – Mechanical Engineering

Bingyu Su – Engineering Management

Omar Taleb – Chemical Engineering

Samuel Clay Tate – Systems Engineering

Everett J. Tyndall – Systems Engineering

Carlos Juan Vilches – Systems Engineering

Matthew Wadsworth – Industrial Engineering

Willis Reader Walker – Systems Engineering

Jesse Michael Walton – Systems Engineering

Xiongxin Wang – Civil Engineering

Timothy James Willms – Mechanical Engineering

Michael Debebe Worku – Materials Science & Engineering

Hui Xu – Mechanical Engineering

Rami Farouk Yehia – Electrical Engineering

Hao Zhang – Mechanical Engineering

Hanqing Zhao – Electrical Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy

With Major In

Anwer Al-Kaimakchi – Civil Engineering

Major Professor: Dr. Michelle Rambo-Roddenberry

“Structural Behavior of Concrete Girders Prestressed with Stainless Steel Strands”

Andrew Kyle Baldwin – Mechanical Engineering

Major Professor: Dr. Rajan Kumar

“Experimental Characterization and Flowfield Analysis of a Swept Shock-Wave/Boundary-Layer Interaction”
Yourri-Samuel Dessureault – Industrial Engineering
Major Professors: Dr. Zhiyong Liang and Dr. Okenwa Okoli
“Mechanical Behavior and Matrix Interactions of Continuous Carbon Nanotube Yarns for Composite Applications”

Liyu Dong – Materials Science & Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Zhiyong Liang
“Study on Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Synthesis Improvement, Bundle Alignment, And Manufacturing Process Optimization of CNT/Carbon Composites”

Jiang Li – Industrial Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Mei Zhang
“Promising Methods for Improving the Thermoelectric Properties of Carbon Nanotube/Insulating Polymer Composites”

Zhe Liu – Industrial Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Changzheng Zeng

Tadeu Mendonca Fagundes – Mechanical Engineering
Major Professors: Dr. Juan Oronoz and Dr. Neda Yaghoubian
“Investigation of the Role of Function, Material and Environment in the Structural Form of Natural Structures”

Chen Mu – Industrial Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Chihwei Park
“Electron Tomographic Reconstruction with Sparse Noise Filter and Shape Priors”

Srichand Telikapalli – Civil Engineering
Major Professors: Dr. Michelle Roddenberry and Dr. Raphael Kampmann
“Testing Protocol and Material Specifications for Basalt Fiber Reinforced Polymer (BFRP) Bars”

Oluwatosin Paul Theophilus – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Maxim Dulebenets
“Models and Solution Algorithms for Efficient Truck Scheduling at Cross-Docking Terminals with Time-Sensitive Products”

Michael Debebe Worku – Materials Science & Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Biwu Ma
“Metal Halide Perovskites and Perovskite Related Hybrids for Blue and White Light-emitting Diodes”

Yu Zhang – Electrical Engineering
Major Professors: Dr. Hui Li and Dr. Fang Zheng Peng
“Light-weight Filter Design for SIC Power Inverter in EMI Frequency”

College of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Adrianna Marie Adams – Studio Art and Art History
Kyla Autumn Anderson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kelly Astuto (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Media/Communication Studies
Hannah Baker (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Brianna Louise Bell (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Dawson Douglas Bishop – Studio Art
Emily Antoñette Bodony (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Madeleine Marie Bonahue (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Lillie Brody (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Psychology
Stefani Lynn Bucher – Studio Art
Lisandro A. Candiales – Studio Art
Samuel Andrés Castellanos – Theatre
Ellie Elizabeth Cissel – Art History
Bryan Henry Clark – Studio Art
Stephen Lee Coleman (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Danielle Lynn Dede – Theatre
Sofia Alessandra del Cueto Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Romina Dellepere (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Melissa Ann Diamond (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Literature
Laurny Ashley Feliciano (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Sophia Marie Fernandez – Studio Art
Savanna Lynne Framingham – Studio Art
Julia Rose Goff – Studio Art
Juliana Estelle Gonzalez – Studio Art
Yalimary Frances Gonzalez (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Jessica Taylor Gray (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Laurie Hart (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Marias Alyssin Haynes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Giana Carrine Hill – Studio Art
Emily Susan Hoerbelt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Media/Communication Studies
Cyndy Simone Jackson – Theatre
Brenna Ashlan John (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Jordan Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Amy Marie Kealhofer – Theatre
Chloe Keicher – Studio Art
Ian Robert Kennedy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Heidi Knippel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Brook Elizabeth Landry – Art History
Terryon Larkins – Studio Art
Micayla Brianne LaVaglio – Studio Art
Elizabeth Ann Lewis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Psychology
Chizuko T. Lindley (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Darian Nichole Losey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Momo Luna – Studio Art
Emma Lauren Lyon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Theatre and Psychology
Kyle Thomas Maguire – Studio Art
Jeffrey Wayne Mallo, Jr. – Studio Art
Nyala Yvonne Marshall (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Jonathan Martinez – Studio Art
Daniel Alejandro Matos – Studio Art
Christian Denton Meany (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Sarah Moscosel Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Vivian G. Murphy – Studio Art
Sophie Nelsen – Art History
Kaitlyn Teressa Nichols (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Laurenna Roma Oberdick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Charity Barby Ortiz – Studio Art
Toni Pandolfo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Deanna Samantha Paschke – Studio Art
Alexa Patton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Emelia Mary Porcaro – Art History
Brittany Rose Porthouse – Theatre
Jessica Shanika Posey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Creative Writing
Caeleigh Aleny Potter (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Emma Lehman Preston (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Gabrielle Nicole Reams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Victoria Rose Rios – Theatre
Daniela Zoe Rodriguez Marty (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Lauren Emily Rollins (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Morgan Christopher Roth – Studio Art
Adrianna Agnieszka Rozycki – Studio Art
Rachel Olivia Russell (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Computer Programming & Applications
Emma Tasset Saenz – Studio Art
Jonathan Caio Ferreira Santos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Political Science
Elizabeth Rose Schneider-Green (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Katrina Danielle Scott (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Molly Sloane Shacter (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Matthew Kyle Siperstein (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Elizabeth Slade (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Theatre
Charlotte Virginia LaRae Starnes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Hannah Rene Strauss (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Political Science
Katherine Svedman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Social Science
Kylee Rhiannon Taylor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Angela Thalia Thielen – Studio Art
Amanda Thompson – Theatre and Media/Communication Studies
Jenna Marie Tomlinson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Marion Cecelia Walker (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Lillian Waller – Studio Art
Rachel Elizabeth Weaver (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Theatre
Justin Whittaker (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Ryan Lloyd Williams – Studio Art
Chloe Willis – Art History
Jessica Olivia Wilsey – Art History
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Liam Jared Wirsansky (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Katrina Elise Wittenbauer – Theatre
Alexa Gabrielle Martel Woelcke (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In
Emily Anastasia Alderman – Dance
Taylor Marie Ballard (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Gabrielle Alexis Barnes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
David Rolf Benne (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Nicholas Michaud Clark (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Casey Gwen Copeland (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Zachary Dobbins – Studio Art
Fiona Dorr (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Grehan Michael Edmonds – Studio Art
Isabella Kidal Falbo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Myah Da'Shiona Freeman (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Melissa Leonor Gonzalez Lopez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Psychology
Helen Frances Greider (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance and Economics
Katelyn Malilhy Hamilton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Megan Nicole Hancock (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Shannon Lorraine Haskell – Acting
Yadriel Hernandez Allende – Studio Art
Gena Caroll Heylock (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Keilana Tiffany Hoffstetter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Amelia Helen Jorn (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Anderson Hussein Khochaiche, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Ellen Burrruss Kilby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Brooke Ann Koster (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Jamin Elise Koster (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Caroline Jane Kuhlmeier (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Peyton Graham Lemen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Glynn Dale Long, Jr. – Acting
Madison Marie Minkley (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Ramone Rashad Nelson – Music Theatre - Theatre
Faith E. Northcutt (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Hanna Mary Pedderord – Dance
Paige Renee Pedersen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Gabrielle Dee Phillips (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Jordan Alexander Levenson Richards (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Lannie Rubio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Olivia McKenna Sanderford (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Hannah Schroer (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Gabrielle Nicole Simpson – Studio Art and Psychology
Aaron Joseph Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Kate F. Vander Leest (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Weston Thomas Warren – Music Theatre - Theatre
Evelyn Irene Washburn – Dance
Morgan Ann Wegner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Maria Lovina White (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Rian Melissa Wood (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Julia Elizabeth Allen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Taylor Marie Barnwell – Interior Design
Kaley Marie Bogden (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Kassandra Brown – Interior Design
Grace Carey Bryant (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Taylor Rae Carson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Allison Ladd Connor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Jillian Allyce Dradzynski – Design
Nautica S. Edge – Interior Design
Sarah Rose Findley (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Cristina Eugenia Fonfria (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Madison Janette Fuerst – Interior Design
Laura Katherine Fussell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Eliana Meira Gendelman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Melinda Ann Griffith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Lea Wren Gunderson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Sterling Mackenzie Hansen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Sara Wendy Harrison (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Parker Marie Heitzmann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Taylor Leigh Hildebrandt – Interior Design
Ashton Tyler Hunter – Interior Design
Hannah Lynn James (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Peyton Elizabeth Jara (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Aki Luis Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Kaitlyn Marie Kant – Interior Design
Samantha Taylor Knight (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design and Psychology
Gena L. McDaniel – Studio Art
Anna Marie Nizzardini (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Molly Kate Pearce (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Alexia Protopappadakis (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Chloe Lynn Richards – Interior Design
Tatiana Alexa Rosello (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Broiana Catherine Salzenstein – Interior Design
Kayleigh Andrea Savits – Interior Design
Natalie Ellen Sloan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Savannah Joy Sutter (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Master of Arts
With Major In
Colleen Elizabeth Thornhill (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Estefania Isabella Touza Maya (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Christine Carolyn Wahl (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Lacie Kay Barbour – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Evann Grace Brantley – Arts Administration - Art
Leigh Huntington Daniel – Art History
Ariel Shilana Douglas – Studio & Related Studies
Madison Gilmore-Duffy – Art History
Andrea Renee Glenn – Art History
Gilberto Kantral Head – American Dance Studies
Scott Kenneth Lindberg – Studio & Related Studies
Zichien Liu – Arts Administration - Art
Morgan Methviven – Art History
Kaila Anqunette Myrick – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Danielle Nicole Ponzio – Museum Education and Visitor-Centered Curation
Michael Lee Pritchard – Arts Administration - Art
Gabriela P. Shutt – Arts Administration - Art
Elaine Mary Smith – Theatre
Estefania Vallesio Santiago Vallejo Santiago – Art History
Chase Adam Van Tilburg – Art History
Julie Wells – Arts Administration - Art
Leah Frances Bailey – Dance
Anna Beth Baker – Acting
David Jordan Baxter – Costume Design
Carson Michael Bishop – Technical Production
Christopher Wieslaw Bionski – Acting
Annali Rose Clevenger – Returning Professional
Jessica Anne Dudley-Rodriguez – Theatre Management
Alexander Daniel Farley – Technical Production
Kenny J. Fedorko – Acting
Amanda LeeAnn Fraser – Theatre Management
Jackson Timothy Golden – Technical Production
Christopher Thomas Hayhurst – Acting
Rababeh P. Shutt – Arts Administration - Art
Michael David Jablonski – Directing
Laura De Valencia Kirk – Studio Art
Meredith Leigh LaBounty – Costume Design
Miranda Leigh Martinez – Studio Art
Jonathan Edward May – Technical Production
Samantha Ashlee McCoy – Studio Art
Anna L. Newbury – Acting
Moledeti One Ntseme – Theatre Management
Hayley Tara O’Brien – Costume Design
Liam Anton O’Brien – Acting
Megan Kathleen Pence – Directing
Naire Lynn Poole – Acting
Jennifer Lynne Reichert – Theatre Management
Christopher Rafael Rivera – Studio Art
Alex Benito Rodriguez – Acting
Jacob Sefcak – Acting
Courtney Thorne – Dance
Bonita Cherise Jackson Turner – Acting
April Marie Webb – Studio Art
Kaitlyn Michele Weickel – Acting
Master of Science
With Major In
Fiona J. Borger – Art Education
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Abbie Jeanette Allen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jessica Leigh Allen (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Emma Lee Allison – Information Communication
Janelle Mylene Altamirano – Media/Communication Studies
Jimmy Dillon Anderson – Information Technology
Jacob Daniel Appelbaum (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Alexandra Tejero Arinok (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Alexandra Isabel Armbrust (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Caylan Addison Arnold (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Brian Alexander Asencio – Information Technology
Anna Marie Barger (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Aaron Michael Baughman – Information Technology
Lauryn Elizabeth Bell – Communication Science & Disorders
Moriah Grace Bell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Gabriella Lynn Bellamy (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Kathryn Anne Bernicke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Political Science
Natalie Lynn Bertsch (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Rachel Michele Bistany (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Natalie Ann Bitez – Media/Communication Studies
Peyton Blair (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Alexander Hunter Blanchette – Information Technology
Hannah Noelle Blevins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Lexie Moriah Bobrow (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Lily Annalise Bodelay – Information Communication & Technology
Emily Antonette Boddy – Media/Communication Studies
Abigail Elizabeth Bolger (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Rocio Maria Bourg – Media/Communication Studies
Lei Renee Frances Boynes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Public Relations
Brooke Elizabeth Brennan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Danielle Marie Brewer (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Constance Maya Brezden (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Kylie Taylor Bringola (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Erica Danielle Brooks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Thomas Dalton Brown (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Creative Writing
Christopher Metcalf Buckley – Information Communication & Technology
Julia Alexandra Burt – Media/Communication Studies
Gia Nicole Busacco (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Connor Osmundo Cajigal – Advertising

Christina Renee Camastra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Maurice Alan Chananel – Information Technology
Kristin Gill Chace – Media/Communication Studies
Karina Alexandra Chavez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Huimei Chen – Information Communication & Technology
Francisca G. Chinchilla – Information Technology
Cameron Nichole Chisolm (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Justice Charles Chookasezian – Digital Media Production
Elijah Church – Media/Communication Studies
Emma Nicole Clason – Information Communication & Technology
Anabelle Coalla (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Nicole Addison Cobble (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Taylor Morgan Cohen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jessica Colegrove (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Anthony Consuegra (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Katelyn Anne Copppedge (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Catalina Correa (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Rachel Elizabeth Corry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Public Relations and Editing, Writing & Media
Summer Lee Cortes – Media/Communication Studies
Reed Joshua Covitz – Media/Communication Studies
Isabella Emmaus Cring – Digital Media Production
Carlon Jane Crisafulli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Alessandra Cruz – Media/Communication Studies
Carlos A. Cruz – Media/Communication Studies
Dylan Bradford Cunningham III – Public Relations
Bridget Austin David (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Austin Mitchell Davis – Information Communication & Technology
Maya Meier DeBonville (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Alexandra Rose DeCapua – Media/Communication Studies
Shaye Alexandra Deegan (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Brittany Nathalie Defran – Digital Media Production
Gabriela Yohana Deno (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kristian Jose Diaz – Media/Communication Studies
Alanna Grace Dickey – Media/Communication Studies
Sydney Meija Diercks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Christopher Joseph Diert (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media
Hannah Marie Dietz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
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Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Kathryn Grace Brockett (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Quinn Thomas Daily (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Mathematics
Victoria Angelina Dominguez – Public Relations
Audrey Elizabeth Estupinan (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Meredith Anne Freeman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Tiffany D. Medina (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Computer Science
Kerlie Kay Prevatt – Digital Media Production and Criminology
Kathryn Marie Voormevel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Alexandria Gabrielle Ablaya – Media/Communication Studies
Nicole Marie Abuid (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Editing, Writing & Media
Devonte Anthony Aird – Information Technology
Natalie Maria Alexander – Media/Communication Studies

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Rachel Stuart Fesperman – Art History
Major Professor: Dr. Adam Jolles
“Feu À Volonté!—Fire at Will! Thetris of Niki De Saint Phalle, 1961-1964”
Cynthia S. Jesup – Art Education
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffery Broome
“Caught on the Net: Working with Preservice Art Educators to Develop Digital Awareness in the Art Room”
Susan Kay Mann – Museum Education and Visitor-Centered Curation (Degree awarded posthumously, Fall 2020)
Major Professor: Dr. Ann Rowson Love
“Game Theory and Networks in the Art Museum”
Laura Kathryn Dinsmore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Sophia Juliette Dorrico (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Alisha Lynn Dudeck (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Bridget Renea Dugan (CUM LAUDE) – Communication/Technology

Gabrielle Patrice Dunlap – Information Studies

Lauren Carolyn Ellington (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Tatum Nicole Ellington – Information Technology

Abigail Ellis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Kinley Emerson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Noah Taylor Engelker – Media/Communication Studies

Charlee Joanna Engel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Alessandra Itzel Enriquez – Digital Media Production

Isabella Escobar Osorio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology

Anthony Alexander Fernandez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Sport Management

Monica Beatriz Ferrer (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Kristen L. Fessler (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology

Emma Suzanne Fiederman (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Brooke Ashley Fitzgerald (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Madison Fitzpatrick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Alexa Flores (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Political Science

Calista D. Flores – Media/Communication Studies

Jonathan Alexander Flores – Information Communication & Technology

Sean Robert Flynn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Megan Elizabeth Fox (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Alyssa Ashleigh Frank (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Sara Fuenmayor (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Kayla Marysol Gallagher – Digital Media Production

Jacob Garcia (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Digital Media Production

Mary Callan Gerety (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Evianna Gianopulos – Media/Communication Studies

Gret Gibb (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Emily Rose Gimbel (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Abby Jean Gimson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Mallory Margaret Glaser (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Advertising

Megan Brooke Goldberg (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Maia Goldstein (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Samuel Emilio Gonzalez (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Ashleigh Ellen Good – Media/Communication Studies

Jakob Goodrich (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Emily Rachel Gordon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Jake Ferris Goria – Media/Communication Studies

Jessica Taylor Gray – Media/Communication Studies

Kira Daphne Green (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Mia Irene Greene (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Mathematics

Christopher William Gregor – Information Technology

Mariyah Rose Griner (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology

Noah Grossman (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media

Sydney Mary Grossman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology

Shannon Isabel Hancock (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Glennetria Jayinjahce’ Harold (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology

Hannah G. Harrison (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Zachary Raymond Harrison – Information Communication & Technology

Tala Habash (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Hayden Hauser (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Molly Bari Hauser (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Meghan Hawk (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Sarah Michelle Henriksen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media

Ashley Hicks – Information Communication & Technology

Samantha Lee Hill – Media/Communication Studies

Emalee Rose Hitchcock – Information Communication & Technology

Emily Kay Hoffberger (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Sydney Jordan Hoffberger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Taylor Marie Hogan (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Danielle Rose Hovsepiian (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Cecilia Jeanne Howard – Communication Science & Disorders

Gabriella Rae Howard – Information Communication & Technology

Michael James Howell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Megan Alisa Hayes Hubbard – Information Communication & Technology

Isabel Antoinette Ionata (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Jeremy B. Jackson (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Shana Megan Janis (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Victoria Joannas Jardine (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Benjamin Osborne Ralph Johnson – Information Technology

Madeline Lea Johnson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology

J’Sierra Monet Jones – Information Communication & Technology

Jordan Brian Jones – Media/Communication Studies

Kendall Nicole Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology

Micah Vaughn Joyner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Madison Lee Jozza – Advertising and Spanish

Jacob Michael Kachur – Information Technology

Alexa Kayla Kaufman (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Family and Child Sciences

Nicole Irene Kelly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology

Lara Gilek Keresztes (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Psychology

Shirin Khambalia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders

Jake Michael Kimble – Information Technology

Erin Brooke Kinzer – Media/Communication Studies

Jacquelyn Lee Kiscic – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management

Kamelya Kizar – Advertising and Sport Management

Grace Kathleen Klein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Samantha Anne Klupchak (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Sport Management

Cassandra Rose Knap – Media/Communication Studies

Hope Katherine Knepper – Information Communication & Technology

Max William Kohlstedt – Media/Communication Studies

Kendall Nicole Kushner – Digital Media Production

Karina Barbara Lago (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Madison Lavelle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders

Steven Joseph LeBoeuf – Digital Media Production

Jenna Leval (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Rachel Sami Leventbaum (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Joshua Michael Liles – Media/Communication Studies

Christopher Scott Link – Information Communication & Technology

Rebecka Noelle Livingstone (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Emily Katherine Logan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Jayleen S. Lolley (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Duncan MacLopatine (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Paige Rae Lovell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Sara Joy Liepschen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Cara Louise Lynch – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media
Leslie Jamilette Maldonado (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jordan Lynn Manecke (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Kathryn Marie Manning (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Alejandro Rene Maradiaga – Information Communication & Studio Art
Gisèle Mireille Martin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Lauren Kelli Martin (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media
Francisco Javier Martinez Calderon – Media/Communication Studies
Isabella Matarrita (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Joann Mauricette (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Elizabeth Ann McCurdy – Digital Media Production
Holly Ruth McDowall (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology
Andrew Jarrett McGill – Information Communication & Technology
Mollie McKee (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Alyssa K. McLean (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Shannon Michelle McWaters (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Tayah Meatley – Media/Communication Studies
Gina Marie Mendella – Communication Science & Disorders
Emma Metzler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Hope Solshine Meyer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Elizabeth Ann Michaelson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Eric Allen Mitchell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Sarah Anne Mizen-Halperin (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Carter Montgomery (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Emma Michelle Moos – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Valeria Samanta Morales – Information Communication & Technology
Kaili Nicole Morens (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Jessica Lee Moschette – Information Communication & Technology
Riley Mourj – Information Communication & Technology
Jacob Alan Nathanson – Information Communication & Technology
Sophie Nelsen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ryan Christopher Nelson – Media/Communication Studies
Chase Harrison Nevitt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Brianna Ivy Newman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Kelly Elise Newbrough (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Troy Robert Noble – Information Technology
Lynden Clous Nord (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Spanish
Victor Forest Ogden Villar – Information Technology
Lauren Michelle Olmedet (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Emily Nicole Orama (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Julia Rose Padavona – Media/Communication Studies
Faith Elizabeth Padgett (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Andrew Knowles Pannelli (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Demetri Farrino (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Michael Paul Pedersen (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Paxton Perry (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Spanish
Sydney Michelle Pekarskas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Morgan Alexis Pinna (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Lexie Elizabeth Pitzen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Karly Susan Plata – Information Communication & Technology
Emily Plath (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology
Evan Daniel Pollak (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Max Holden Poorman (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Olivia Marie Porcaro (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Political Science
Alexis Andrea Poulos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Amanda Prozeriak (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Samuel Carson Puritz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Grace Racadio (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Jennifer Michelle Ralph (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Juliana Patricia Ramirez – Media/Communication Studies
Miguel Eduardo Ramos – Information Technology
Olivia L. Ranali – Advertising
Suzanne Rayback (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Lauren Micah Ready (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Austin Douglas Reichert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Colin James Peters (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Molly Elizabeth Reinking (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Lauren Elizabeth Revesbech – Information Communication & Technology
Olivia Allyn Rhoads (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Julia Maria Riccio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Shannon Elizabeth Richards (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Anna Michelle Rivera (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Sky Lauren Rivera (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Thomas Jose Roa – Information Technology
Morgan Lee Roberts (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Kristina Mary Rodriguez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Emma Rodriguez (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Marketing
Maria Veronica Rodriguez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Forrest Paul Roy – Digital Media Production
Erica Rose Sager (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Marketing
Kamarendee Sandhu – Information Communication & Technology
Brian Nicole Sandoval (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Editing, Writing & Media
Kimberly Sapp (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Dana Sardina (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media
Emily O’neil Sarnowski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Alexandra Mae Savedge (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Sydney Leigh Sawyer – Information Communication & Technology
Laura Michelle Sayer – Media/Communication Studies
Sarah Kathleen Scanlan (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Andrew James Schmoyer – Information Technology
Cameron Reed Schroeder (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Brandon Glenn Senn – Information Technology
Ashley Marie Serafin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Mackenzie June Shaffer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology and Sport Management
Lauryn Christine Shanks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
James Raymond Shashaty (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Creative Writing
Camille Christine Shattler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Annie Morgan Shaw (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kendall Marie Singer (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Sarah Rose Skoronski (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jaden Rose Slavens (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media
Jaya Marie Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Josie Elizabeth Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Jorge Marcelo Soares Paulino (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Matthew Benjamin Solomon – Information Communication & Technology
Kayla E. Sossi (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Christopher-Paul Rojello Sotolongo – Information Technology
Noah Taylor Stadtlander (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Sales Management
Samantha Steinberg (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Madison Kayla Steinman (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ian David Stephenson – Information Communication & Technology
Sarah Lynn Stevens (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Natasha Leigh Stewart (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Matthew Evans Stoklosa – Information Technology
Kimberly Sullivan (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Trevor James Swartzman – Information Technology
Sophie Sweeney – Information Communication & Technology
Lindsey Rose Talkington I – Communication Science & Disorders
Isabella Jami Thompson – Information Communication & Technology
Brian Miguel Thieme, Jr. – Information Technology
Irina Ballester-Clemente – Information Communication & Technology
Darlay Altenord – Information Communication & Technology
Oluwakayode Oluwatosin Adegbite – Information Communication & Technology
Elese Andrea Volker – Information Communication & Technology
Cassandra Marie Nicolace – Information Communication & Technology
Lauren Disla Lootens – Information Communication & Technology
Symone Nicole Holliday – Information Communication & Technology
Anna Wood (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Editing, Writing & Media
Rheannah Wynter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Digital Media Production
Madeleine Mae Young – Information Communication & Technology
Jessica Leah Zide – Advertising
Master of Arts
With Major In
Nadine Aldakhel – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Elizabeth May Bennett – Media & Communication Studies
Madeleine Dittmer – Media & Communication Studies
Symone Nicole Holliday – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Sunah Lee – Media & Communication Studies
Lauren Disla Lootens – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Cassandra Marie Nicalone – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Carolina Perez – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Forrest Matthew Stakelum – Public Interest Media and Communication
Dana Sernheimer – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Elese Andrea Volker – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Dingyuan Xu – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Master of Science
With Major In
Oluwakayode Oluwatsoni Adegbite – Information Technology
Darlay Aitennord – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Nyshia Keyasia Baker – Information Technology
Irina Ballester-Clemente – Information Technology
Martin Alejandro Barbieri – Information Technology
Javier Barzaga – Information Technology
Mitchell Seth Berger – Information Technology
Sheree Rose Lupo Bergman – Information Technology
Kaitlyn Bludau – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
William Bollock – Information Technology
Leah Taylor Booher – Information Technology
Samantha Nicole Caldwell – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Randi Ziggys Canales-Ochoa – Information Technology
Danilo Adonay Castro – Information Technology
Caroline Regina Cayll – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Christopher Chambliss – Media & Communication Studies
Sonia Chaudhry – Information Technology
Alec R. Chrysler – Information Technology
Erna D. Clem – Information Technology
Jarrod C. Cribs – Information Technology
Chloe Blythe Crist – Information Technology
Alora Leigh Cummings – Information Technology
Kali Dallmier – Information Technology
Faith Alison Delle – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Jayanthi Dharmasingh – Information Technology
Kia-Li Dodge – Information Technology
Angela Donahue – Media & Communication Studies
Kristy Anne Farina – Information Technology
Sabra Elise Fusell O’Kelly – Information Technology
Joseph Gaskin – Information Technology
Anju Priya Govind – Information Technology
Christina Ruth Graves – Information Technology
Matthew Garrett Guerdat – Information Technology
Jennifer Laine Gyurisin – Information Technology
Kristin Hagaman – Information Technology
Whitney K. Harrison – Information Technology
Rosaguille Nohelia Hay – Information Technology
Nicola Sabine Hellmann-McFarland – Information Technology
Natalia Lauren Hernandez – Media & Communication Studies
Carrington Lee Hill – Information Technology
Emily Catherine Holt – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Megan Lorraine Jenkins – Information Technology
George James Kanteils III – Public Interest Media and Communication
Peyton Nicole Kelsley – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Talalah Khan – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Todd R. Ladeau – Information Technology
Mason Gerard Layfield – Information Technology
Adriana Rose Licata – Information Technology
Heather Lynn McClelland – Information Technology
Beth McGinley – Information Technology
Darius Leonard McQueen – Information Technology
Hannah Beth Menendez – Information Technology
Alex Michael Moerschbacher – Information Technology
Jason N. Monroe – Information Technology
Olive O’Meara – Information Technology
Kirsten Lee Palmertree – Information Technology
Philip David Penley – Information Technology
Terrence Phillips – Information Technology
Bernadette Pigman – Public Interest Media and Communication
Lisa Michelle Play – Information Technology
Rhea Marie Ray – Information Technology
Veronica Cheyenne Rushon – Public Interest Media and Communication
Todd Kendall Sheffield – Information Technology
Kyle David Snodgrass – Information Technology
Adriana L. Sousa – Information Technology
Tyler Nathaniel Teagle – Information Technology
Kathryn Grace Thorp – Information
Kathryn Faith Thyden – Information
Miranda Torres – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Thao Thi Tran – Information Technology
Avery Carson Tyler – Information
Elizabeth Kano Uchimura – Information
Mary Katherine Umfleet – Information
Maximillian Snow Waluk – Information Technology
Monica Lauren West – Information
Camalisa Marie White – Information Technology
Linette Joy Wilson – Information Technology
Yvette Asiil Yurubi – Information
Qijia Zang – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Amber Ziegler – Information Technology

Specialist
With Major In

Marvin Oswald Roland Smith – Information

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Hany Mohsen H. Alsalmi – Information
Major Professor: Dr. Marcia Mardis
"Information-Seeking Behavior in Multilingual Digital Libraries: A Study of The Saudi Digital Library"

Kristina Nichole Bustamante – Communication Science & Disorders
Major Professor: Dr. Carla Wood
"Morphologically Complex Word Production in Written Language Samples by Students with Limited English Proficiency from Spanish Language Backgrounds"

Lynette Hammond Gerido – Information
Major Professor: Dr. Michelle M. Kazmer
"The Unequal Burden of Breast Cancer: An Exploration of Information Behaviors and Racial Disparities in Genomic Screening Decisions"

Svitlana Jaroszynska – Communication Theory & Research
Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Profitt
"Media as a Site of Language Ideologies: Political Economic Analysis of Language Policies in Ukrainian Media Regulation"

Timothy Kanke – Information
Major Professor: Dr. Besiki Stvilia
"Exploring the Knowledge Curation Work of Wikidata"

Anjuli Kavita Bahadur Singh – Political Science
Amber Marie Bailey – Environment & Society
Luke Taylor Baldis – Economics
Aleycia Velvia Ballantyne (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Anthony Daniel Ballestas – Economics and Statistics
Dane Russell Barber – Political Science
Alyssa Marie Barberis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Middle Eastern Studies
Cassidy Taylor Barker – Sociology
Karsyn Elise Barnes – Sociology
Emiliana Margarita Barnola (MÁGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Allyson Jessica Baros-Kabler (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Alessandro Basile – Political Science
Leila Micaela Basili (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Political Science
Rachel Nicole Bass – Environment & Society
Kara R. Bates – Economics and Political Science
Alexia Maria Bejarano – International Affairs
Charles Donald Bell IV – Economics
Sara Elizabeth Bell – Environment & Society
Carlos S. Bello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Economics
Gabriella Catherine Benacquisto – International Affairs
Jack Arden Bennett – International Affairs
Valentina Beron Arenas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and International Affairs
Trent Andrew Berry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Victoria Ashley Besecker-Steele – Sociology
Alexia C. Betancourt (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Emma Katya Boyar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Russian
Dillon McAllister Bezehtery (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Rana-Roop Singh Bhullar – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Saphi Bien-Aime – Political Science
Jack Thomas Bilali – Economics
Elizabeth Claire Birch – Political Science
Brooke Linne’ Bishop – Economics
Sydney Taylor Black (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
James Albert Blackman – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Melissa Annette Blackwood – Public Health
Antoinea Blaise – Political Science and Literature
Marylean Blake – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Maika Edie Bleyl (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Jacob M. Bloch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Economics and History
Allison Bloomer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Political Science
Gabrielle Rochelle Bockhaut – Public Health
Daniel Roy Boon – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Garrett Wayne Bosch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Chinese Language & Culture
Thomas Lloyd Bosley – Economics
Jeffery Glyn Bowers, Jr. – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Lauren Jennifer Boylan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Japanese Language & Culture
Courtney Renee Bradley – International Affairs
John Benjamin Branche – Economics
Paige Elizabeth Brewer – International Affairs
Brooke Madison Bridges – Sociology
James Dominc Broome – Environment & Society
Caitlin Janel Brown – Political Science and Economics
Darby Hunter Brown (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Evertton A. Brown – Sociology
Gabrielle Simone Brown – Latin-American & Caribbean Studies
L’Jai Mishka Brown – Political Science
Olivia Claire Browne (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Courtney Brennan Browning – Sociology
Simone Marguerite Burgin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – International Affairs
Christina Ashley Burnam – Political Science
Allison Kymanie Burnett I – Public Health
Michael Lee Busck – Political Science
Victoria Anne Butcher (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Danielle Marie Cabansay – International Affairs
Axelander R. Cabrera – International Affairs
Payton Janice Caffrey – Sociology
Cameron Ryan Cagle – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kaylee Marissa Calderon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Finance
Chandler Davis Campbell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Political Science and International Affairs
Makenna Campbell-Huts – Political Science
Braxton Canady – Economics
Kyla Michelle Candril – Political Science
Kasey Canteli – Interdisciplinary Social Science and Behavioral Neuroscience
Bailey Benjamin Caplin – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Corey Allen Capman – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Thomas Capobianco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Aliyan Janay Carey – Sociology
Kassidy Ann Caride (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
William Wallace Carlisle (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Sadie Carlson (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Statistics
Sara Kristin Torres Caney (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Social Science
Montserrat Andrea Carracedo Olalpha – Political Science and Literature
Laurá Carrera (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and International Affairs
Kaitlyn Viollte Carroll – Economics
Erik Manuel Cartelle – Political Science
Alexis Victoria Carter – Sociology
Brett Michael Carter – Economics
Madison Marie Cartwright – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Melanie Ruth Casal (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Christopher L. Casher, Jr. – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Xavier Alejandro Caso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Eden Leigh Cassidy – Sociology
Taylor Castro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Danielle Victoria Catalano – International Affairs and Environment & Society
Fatherly Chad Catullo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
David A. Caufield – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Mary Jose Cespedes Guardia – Economics
Emma Chapman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Riley Moore Chapman – Economics
Jonas Charles – Public Health
Tamara Laurey Charles – Public Health
Hamilton Ashley Cheatham – Political Science
Carolina Michelle Chiar – International Affairs
Elianne Carolina Chirinos – Public Health
Hunter Chotovinsky – Interdisciplinary Social Science
James Wesley Clark – Political Science
Tiffany Daniela Clause – International Affairs and Economics
Brooke Margaret Cleary (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Kyle Cole – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Noaith Alexandre Cole – Political Science
Bruna Gois Conceicao (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Jessica Emilia Conde – Political Science and International Affairs
Daniel Stephen Cooke – Economics
Amina Maree’ Cordova – Public Health
Elizabeth Ann Corn (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Alina Corral – Public Health
Felipe Correa – Economics and Finance
Amelia Marie Ritter – Economics
Evan Daniel Crawford – International Affairs
Isabella Emmaus Cring – Sociology
Jackson Taylor Cruz – International Affairs
Gilbert Cruz, Jr. – Sociology
A’lon John Cullins – Economics
Jacob Cypert – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jacob Lee Cyrus (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – International Affairs
Vincenzo Valerio D’Auria – Environment & Society
Mark Henry Daaleman II (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Psychology
Beatrice K. Dain (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – International Affairs and Anthropology
Barbara Ann Davis – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Calvin D. Davis – Economics
Jonathon Richard Davis – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Steshonia Adelva Davis – Economics
Melanie Taylor Davis-Seevey – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Derek Lee Dean – Economics
Thomas James Dean – Political Science
Gabrielle Lynn DeArmond – Political Science
Jack C. Decker – International Affairs
Justin Eynvn Degen (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Samantha Danielle Del Bando (CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Finance
Alexander Russell Deren – Economics
Parker Huntington DeWitt – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kristian Jose Diaz – Political Science
Wendy Laura Diaz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Political Science and Psychology
Gianna Christine DiBartolo – Political Science
Alanna Grace Dickey – Political Science
Andrew John DiLeo – Political Science
Lillian Lee Dinkins (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Social Science
 Renee Evangeline Dixon – African-American Studies
Anne-Larbye Doirin (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Kristen Elise Doney – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Trevor James Donnelly – Public Health
Sydney Michele Donovan – Sociology
Taylor Ryan Doolin – International Affairs
Taylor Ryan Doolin – Political Science
Brenda Dorvil – Political Science
Maryn Rebecca Douglass (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Political Science
Tyler O. Drummond – Political Science
Noelle Elizabeth Do Bois (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Economics
Darlene Elaine Dukes-Henderson – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Isabelle Jordan Dundulis – Political Science
Justin Michael Dunn – Political Science and Spanish
Cameron Kay Duran (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Sociology
Daniela Duran – Political Science
Cory Thomas Durden – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Chloe Dyal – Sociology and Psychology
Fabian Ime Edoki – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Shelby Rae Egan – International Affairs
William Duncan Elam – Political Science
Daniel Elias – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Suzan Elzawahry – International Affairs
Raymond Harris Emmerson III (CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Political Science
Zachary Aaron Engelman – Economics
M’Kel Ja’Quoree Engram – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Emma Nicole Erfourth (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
RayQuan Ethan Evans – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Zachary Carlyle Evans (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Russian
Madison Tyler Fahey – Public Health
Asaad Nasser Fakhouri – Political Science
Adra David Fancher – Public Health
Jonathan E. Farhat (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Ismail Feggous – International Affairs
Madison-Bailey Felton – Political Science
Grace Ann Findley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Alexandra Barbara Fitzgerald (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Alexandra Barbara Fitzgerald (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Clintion Jakob Flanagan – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Brooke Kaitlyn Fleishman – Political Science
Jake Austin Flink – Economics
Dylan Chrisman Floyd – Sociology
Samantha Jo Flynn – Sociology
Johnathan W. Foeg – Political Science
Samuel Alfredo Fraracci – Political Science
Daniel Freeman – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Joelle Frett – Sociology
Irvin Freyhofer – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alexis Jacqueline Friedman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Spring Commencement 2021
Kathryn Ann Stewart (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Kieran Chase Stewart-Phillips – Economics
Matthew Carter Strickland – Economics
Nicholas A. Strother – Public Health
Seth Michael Stubbs – Political Science
Anthony David Ankenbruck Suarez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Psychology
Hiba Sukhera – Public Health
Maria Juliaette Summerville – Sociology
Julia Claire Swiatek – International Affairs
Nicole Elizabeth Swope – Political Science
Hannah Emily Sztorc – Political Science
Francesca Georgiana Tabana – Economics
Mila Blaga Talev (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Sarah Ashley Tanner (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Joseph Taylor – International Affairs
Kersheana Monique Taylor – Sociology
Matthew A. Taylor – Political Science
Emma Louisa Terebo – International Affairs
Jacob Jamar Terrell (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Megan Hoang Thai – Public Health
Alyssa Marie Thomason – International Affairs
Lisa L. Thompson – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Maxwell Cowles Thursam (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Political Science
Alphonso Lamar Toliver, Jr. – Sociology
Claire Virginia Toman – Interdisciplinary Social Science
James Walker Toothman – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Sebastian Antonio Torres – Political Science
Madesyn Marie Tracy – Political Science
Elizabeth Elaine Traina (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Brandon Michael Trento (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Viviana Francesca Trimarchi D’Albano – International Affairs
Alexys Troyer – Political Science and Literature
Michael Steven Tsamoutales – Political Science
Dean Elvis Tunks – Economics
Tanner Jahe Turnmire (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Patrick Michael Turner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Economics
Rafaela Valderrama (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Rafaela Valderrama (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Alexia Nicole Valdivia (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Lucas Paul Van Dame (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Makenna Marie Vance (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Editing, Writing & Media
Maya Sierra Vasquez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Mikiela Loren Vazquez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and International Affairs
Justin Xavier Verley – International Affairs
Kelly Ann Vernon – International Affairs
Hannah Grace Vicars – Political Science and Religion
Ana Gabriela Villamizar (CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Frank Charles Virciglio – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jeffrey John Voth, Jr. – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Michael Stephen Wacho – Economics
James M. Walker, Jr. – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Lucy Michaela Walsh (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Lucy Michaela Walsh (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Asia Warren – Sociology
Jaela Washington – Public Health
Baelyn Victoria Watkins (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Patrick Marion-Frederick Watkins – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Danielle Elizabeth Watson – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Cheyenne Grace Watts – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Monica Felina Webb – Asian Studies/Business
Anthony Gabriel Weigand – Economics
Hanna Brachla Welch (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Avery Lynne Welz – Economics
Christian Timothy Wensing – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Zachary Lawton White – Political Science
Jenna Marie Wiles (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Management Information Systems
Cassandra Willever (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Adam Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Christina Alayna Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Katharine Rose Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Andrew Sheridan Hollister Wilson – Political Science
Kira Christine Wilson – Political Science
Paxton Wilson (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Tyler Joseph Wilson – Economics
Danielle Alexis Winkler – Economics
Michael Parker Witkowski – Economics
John Anthony Witkus IV – Political Science
Kayla Marie Wood (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Zachary Taylor Wood (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Jenna Kathryn Worowskiwicz – International Affairs
Janae Wright – International Affairs
Nicolas Alec Wucher – International Affairs
Emilah Youman (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Bradford Peter Young, Jr. – Political Science
Georgia Young – Political Science
Kaleigh Young (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Criminology
Master of Arts
With Major In
Rong Ma – Asian Studies
Master of Public Administration
With Major In
Madison Elaine Brooks – Public Administration
Hyungseob Byun – Public Administration
Jonathan William Cannon – Public Administration
Kaley Lane Fairchild – Public Administration
Jessica Mae Geib – Public Administration
Joseph Dennis Hennessy III – Public Administration
Lauren Herod – Public Administration
AnnMarie Insalaco – Public Administration
Jessica Anne Kemper – Public Administration
Chorly-Young Kim – Public Administration
Jang Yeol Kim – Public Administration
Kwanyong Lee – Public Administration
Seonmu Lee – Public Administration
Samantha Gabriel Motyl – Public Administration
Mingu Park – Public Administration
Edmund Anthony Powell – Public Administration
Linvel James Risner – Public Administration
Camila Robledo – Public Administration
Kevin Rushforth – Public Administration
Shanava Saintolien – Public Administration
Ana Gabriella Scott – Public Administration
Kayla Nicole Towle – Public Administration
Alexandra Nicole Webb – Public Administration
Katelyn Ashley White – Public Administration
Master of Public Health
With Major In
Zuzel Alonso – Public Health
Lesly L. Andrecy – Public Health
Jessica Armstrong – Public Health
Jorge Bauzo – Public Health
Kalie Burke – Public Health
Priscilla Elise Cole – Public Health
Rachel Erin Devillier – Public Health
Shaquonia Dorset – Public Health
Angela Marie Fails – Public Health
Tiffanie Fulton-Kennedy – Public Health
Jean Carlson Jacques – Public Health
Maricruz Jurado – Public Health
Shayla Star Essence Knighton-Black – Public Health
Louis Paul Meyerson – Public Health
Samantha Jo Servando Moncerra – Public Health
Kimberly Mosley – Public Health
Nikhi Sikha – Public Health
Rita Marie Smith – Public Health
Katherine Toothaker – Public Health
Brenna Heffren Urbanski – Public Health
Katherine Wegzryn – Public Health
Master of Science
With Major In
Matthew Amoako Affum – International Affairs
Omar Mohammad Al Busaidy – International Affairs
Robert A. Blume – Geography
Teeboonma Aynoom Abdoul Kader Bougouma – International Affairs
Samuel Kent Chambers – Applied American Politics & Policy
Emily Elizabeth Clark – Applied American Politics & Policy
Damian Holmes – Demography
Natalie L. Jorge – Applied American Politics & Policy
Taylor Nicole Klisiewicz – International Affairs
Felipe Andres Mendieta – International Affairs
Florence Miguez – Applied American Politics & Policy
Ashley Karina Morales-Pacheco – Political Science
Stephan Riley Niette – International Affairs
Spencer Scot Pardo – Applied American Politics & Policy
Cristian Tello – International Affairs
Farman Ullah – Geographic Information Science
Eric Charles Westbrook – Geography
Jared Michael Williams – Applied American Politics & Policy
Weifang Xu – Political Science
Jared Wayne Young – Applied American Politics & Policy
Master of Science in Planning
With Major In
Alan Patrick Amidon, Jr – Urban & Regional Planning
Stephen Bzoold – Urban & Regional Planning
Teebnooma Aymard Abdoul Kader – Regional Planning
Philip Henry Heilmann Culver, Jr. – Urban & Regional Planning
Alexander William Dally – Urban & Regional Planning
Elio Fernandez – Urban & Regional Planning
Melanie Jeannette Flores – Urban & Regional Planning
Zhihao Lyu – Urban & Regional Planning
Benjamin A. Naselius – Urban & Regional Planning
Paula Roma Perez – Urban & Regional Planning
Kylie Nicole Pope – Urban & Regional Planning
Annie Shalun – Urban & Regional Planning
Adriana Silva – Urban & Regional Planning
Joshua Tyler Stahle – Urban & Regional Planning
Kailon Thompson – Urban & Regional Planning
Billie Marie Ventimiglia – Urban & Regional Planning
Katherine Wegryn – Urban & Regional Planning

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Gregory Burris – Geography
Major Professors: Dr. James B. Elsner and Dr. Ronald E. Doel


Rachael Sarah Cofield – Geography
Major Professor: Dr. Tyler McCready

“Queer Urban Space Beyond the Gayborhood: Sexuality, Gentrification, and Displacement in Atlanta”

Amirrassan Mahjoor – Geography
Major Professor: Dr. Tingting Zhao

“Effect of Wetland Spatial Pattern and Human Activities on Wetland Habitat Quality: Case Study in Florida’s Wetland-Agriculture Interface”

Byung Hee Min – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Ralph S. Bowser

“Dynamics of Organizational Change in Service to the Public: Three Cases in Government and Government-CSO Partnerships”

Arthur Nelson – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Dmitry Ryvkin

“An Experimental Investigation of Sequential Contests”

Richard J. Saunders – Political Science
Major Professor: Dr. Mark A. Souva

“Only Friends Can Betray You: Domestic Political Shocks and Interstate Conflict Behavior”

Christine K. Thompson – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. William E. Klay

“Experiences and Perceptions of Mental Health Court Administrators: A Mixed Methods Study”

Jiasheng Zhang – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Kaifeng Yang

“Understanding Administrative Discretion: Concepts, Antecedents, and Consequences”

Laura D. Sikes
Peter Silva
Tyla Nikole Tyus
Maliyah Yazmyn Williams
Patricia Yaiser

Juris Doctor
Oluremi Petrice Abiodun
Kenny W. Acevedo Santiago
Jorge Rafael Alfonso, Jr.
Chase T. Allen
Jessica Kaye Andrews
Jeremy Ashman
Steven Alexander Baird
Jacob F. Barnes
Laura Leilani Aquino Bennett
Christopher Berg
Benjamin L. Berkowitz
Emily Ruth Binnie
Cody Armon Blair
Brooke E. Boinis
Abigail Boyd
Jonathan C. Brannon
Mary Hannah Brewer Marshall
Abby Brinkman
Matthew R. Brooks
Stephanie Roman Caban
Nicholas Michael Cardamone
Kelsey Elizabeth Carlton
Erin E. Carroll
Sidney Jade Carter
Shaun M. Casey
Alexa Nicole Castellano
Christina Elena Castillo
Daniel Cavins
Robert Benjamin Celandre
Baker Christian Chapman
Kali Ann Cilli
Alex Michael Clise
Quinn Cockrell
Daniel Corbett
Haley Cruzado
Bailey Elizabeth Cunningham
Holly Parker Curry
Emmalyn Dalton
Markus Dangl
Alexandria Christen Dantes
Jean-Paul Cesar Daou
Colleen Darken
Gabriela Ferreira De Almeida
Austin Richard Diaz
Taynha T. Diniz-Alves
Salim Zakria Douaihy
Madison Gabrielle Driscoll
Alexander Duarte
Rachel Jane Duffy
Hannah Carole DuShane
Courtney Samantha Dyer
Joseph Edward Endicott
Estefania Fakes
Kathryn Lyn Fanning
Samuel Farot
Juliana Rose Favale
Megan N. Fields
Tyler Guy Finello
Mykoll Adrianna Finikin
Sara Finningan
Samantha Marika Folkes
Malia-Lyn Tsukie Fushikoshi
Stephanie Cara Galloway
Ann Gabriela Garcia
Austin L. Gasiorek
Angelo Joseph Gasparri
Alexa Claire Gebert
Claudia Gesiotto
Mariissa Vairo Giles
Robbie C. Gilpatrick
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Melissa W. Pennington
Miguel Pedraza
Kristy Pantaleon
Samuel Benjamin Ostrow
Andrea F. Osorio
Esther Ruku Uchenna Osim
Kirsten Marie Nowak
Alexandra Marie Noriega
Alessandra Norat Mousinho
Mark Abraham Nicklow
Caroline Marie Nelson
Caitlyn Jewel Myerson
Hannah Murphy
Daniel R. Murphy
Russell Matthew Larue Pena Monilla
Lily Huang McLauchlin
Jonathan A. McGowan
Julia K. McDonald
Marina Lee McCarthy
Sean Patrick McCalister
Jacob S. Imig
Joseph Frank Iennaco
Safiya Margaret Hudson
Macgregor Thomas Hudson
Adam B. Hubbell
Kamilla Rashidovna Yamatova
Michael S. Wyse
Samantha Patricia Wuschke
Gabrielle Lynn Wright
Jordane Phillip Wong
Kelly R. Wilson
Eugenia Maria Zdziarski
Laurabeth Moore Wilson
Nicholas L. Omer
Esther Ruku Uchenna Osim
Andrea F. Osorio
Samuel Benjamin Ostrow
Savanna Lee Page
Kristy Pantaleon
Miguel Pedraza
Melissa W. Pennington
Timothy Jermaine Percell
Richard Geoffrey Place
Nathaniel Tyler Plantiz
Matthew Weston Pope
Corie Nichole Posey
Dylan Levi Pryor
Nived Rajendran
Ryan J. Rensel
Chad Edward Revis
Alex Reyes
Rayanna Blair Riecss
Julian Rivas-Fregi
McKenzie Kay Rodgers
Trey Alan Rothell
Ryan Edward Roy
Eric A. Saccomanno
Abby Danielle Salter
Kassandra Marie Satterly
Nabeha Shaer
Shelby Shilatz-Lewis
Katie Marie Siciliano
Kami Alexis Sidener
Marc James Simons
Rashad Simon
Robert Renee Skinner
Anthony B. Smith
Walker John Smith IV
Joseph Sobecki
Ryan J. Soscia
Cody A. Sprouse
Chad Anthony Steen
Andrew Stephenson
Jacob C. Sternlicht
Brooke Elisse Stewart
Rima Sueieman
Alyssa Christina Terriaca
Oliver Lawrence Thomas
Tre’Ana Lynae Thompson
Conner Patrick Timoney
Nicholas Sterling Towell
Erin Elizabeth Tuck
Amelia Ulmer
Sidney A. Van Elsberg
Juanita Villalpando
Michael Seth Walker
Dylan P. Wallace
Lydia Virginia Walsh
Elissia Victoria Welch
Stefan Matthew Whiting
Skyler Thomas Wiens
John Peyton Williams
Allyson Brooke Willis
Kelly R. Wilson
Seth Michael Wyse
Kamilla Rashidovna Yamatova

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In
Zoie Kaitlyn Alexander (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Tara Gemme Masterson (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Alice Mathieu – Nursing
Kayleigh Rose Murphy – Nursing
Isabel Maria Nunez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Joseph Thomas Orner – Nursing
Lindsay Louise Pacheco (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ashleigh Elizabeth Pate (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Chiara Rose Poucher (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Caitlin Marie Reese (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ashley Nicole Robert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Victoria Marie Robles (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Brandon Lee Roddy (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ernst Rodenbach – Nursing
Savannah Michelle Roman (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kacie Beth Rountree – Nursing
Aniston Nicole Russ (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Tiffany Samaroo – Nursing
Layla Vieira Silva (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Imelda Simon – Nursing
Junior Marvin St Hilaire – Nursing
Medley Jane St. Martin (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Lillian Marie Stallings (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ellie Ahna Stewart (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Grace Joy Tavano (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Camille Paige Taylor – Nursing
Micaela Torres (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Baylee Layne Tramel – Nursing
Ismeraldia Julie Volmar – Nursing
Katie Callie Wallace (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Lindsey Adelle Weilant (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Jenna Mae Wilson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Brooke Ashton Winder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing and Family and Child Sciences
Haley Wordle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing and Psychology

Doctor of Nursing Practice
With Major In

Gail Lynette Atkins – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield

Elizabeth Borja – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Jessica Bahorski

Callie Dean Burch – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Eileen Cormier

Jerri Stone Edwards – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Abbott

Brandy Lynn Fischer – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Mandy Bamber

Kayla Fornal – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Jessica Bahorski

Krystal Jean Hemingway – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Geraldine Martorella

Brittany Johnson – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Geraldine Martorella

Eudeum Lee Kim – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield

Abiodun Oluwole Ogurnemi – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Eugenia Millender

Nicole Lynn Parrish – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Leeann Barfield

Anna Kaitlyn Rich – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Jolynn Greenhalgh

Amanda L. Riley – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield

Amy Rodriguez – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Theresa Winton

Jaimie Lyn Snipes – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Ali Craig-Rodriguez

Michelle Lynne Taylor – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Jessica Bahorski

Cary M. Usher – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Eileen Cormier

Jacqueline S. Young – Nursing Practice - Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Lucinda Graven

Luis Felipe Aguerrevere (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems

Andres Aguilar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems

Logan Kyan Aguilar – Management Information Systems

Suzanne Nikol Airheart – Finance

Daniella Soleil Alamo – Marketing

Amber Albano – Finance

Camryn Gayle Alderman – Marketing

Eric Joseph Aleman – Accounting

Peter Morgan Alessandr – Finance

Ernesto Antonio Alfarro – Management Information Systems

Peter Morgan Alessandr – Finance

Chase Bartlett Allen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing

Gordon Jan Allen – Marketing

Elad Almog – Management

Emily Alonso – Finance and Real Estate

Meliuien Alonso – Marketing

Brandon Charles Alumbaugh – Finance

Kristina Amato – Marketing

Morgan Olivia Amick (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing

Christian Matthew Ancitl (CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Mikayla Alexis Anderson – Risk Management & Insurance

William Anderson (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Political Science

Wilinor Andrews – Finance

Tanner Joseph Andress (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting

Emilio Jose Andretta (CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Audrey René Anello – Finance

Kaleb Kole Angelotti (CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Conner Kyle Anthony – Management Information Systems

Thomas Holden Anthony (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Risk Management & Insurance

Alyssa Applegate – Marketing

James Vincent Aquilla – Finance

Rodrigo Aragon – Marketing

Armand Miguel Araque (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems

Nathan Edward Bader – Business Administration

Maegon Renee Baird – Management

Cole David Bakotic (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting

Cole David Bakotic (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Shane Marshall Baldetti (CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Zach Banks – Management Information Systems

Katya Daniella Barahona – Finance and Marketing

Doctor of Nursing Practice
With Major In

Sarah Eriane Abrams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Human Resource Management

Maxwell Hansen Adams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems

Olivia Quinn Adams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing

Randal Stephen Adams – Marketing

Maria Fernanda Agudelo Ferrer (CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Ryleigh Avery (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting

Carla Nicole Ávila Jaimez – Marketing

Marissa Erin Babitz – Marketing

Danielle Frances Badame (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems

Nathan Edward Bader – Business Administration

Maegon Renee Baird – Management

Cole David Bakotic (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting

Cole David Bakotic (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Shane Marshall Baldetti (CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Zach Banks – Management Information Systems

Katya Daniella Barahona – Finance and Marketing

FRONT
Ashlee Marvelle Camarda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Ashlee Marvelle Camarda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Ashlynn Campbell – Finance
Jeffrey Davie Conti – Finance and Risk Management & Insurance
Nicholas Camps – Finance
Daniel Nicholas Caporale – Finance
Lauren Elizabeth Cappello (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Marketing
Julian Fernandez Cardona – Management Information Systems
Rylee Shea Carlson (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance and Actuarial Science
Ashlan Carr – Risk Management & Insurance and Finance
Nicholas Roger Carretta – Marketing
Alexandra Lane Carty – Professional Sales
Isabella Grace Cassesse (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Rachael Samantha Castells – Marketing
Michael Manuel Castillo – Finance
Stanley Castin – Finance
Thomas Andrew Catugno – Finance
Sarah Ann Cavanaugh (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Adrian Anthony Cedeno (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Adriana Jose Cepeda – Finance
Alaina Kathryn Chacon – Finance
Alejandro Jose Chalela – Finance
Justin Palmer Chant – Risk Management & Insurance
Gabrielle Chapman (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Camilla Alessandra Chavez – Marketing
Nicholas Chiappetta – Management
Aaron C. Childree – Business Administration
Kayla Nicole Childress – Marketing
Ryan Austin Chmelir (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Ryan Austin Chmelir (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Chloe Danielle Christiansen – Finance
Jake Richard Clarkson (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Ryan Matthew Cleary – Finance
Jenoi Clough – Management
Curtis M. Cobb – Management
Nicole Theresa Coffey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Jared S. Cohen – Finance and Real Estate
Nicholas Robert Coira – Risk Management & Insurance
Coleman Gregory Coker – Management Information Systems
Kevin Allen Coker – Accounting
Meshak Cole – Management
Mason Robert Coletta – Marketing
Logan Foster Stinson Collier – Finance
Stephen Collier – Management Information Systems and Marketing
Edward Zane Spiegel Colson – Finance
Grace Lucinda Conley – Marketing and Management
Cody Lee Conti – Marketing
Connor Chase Coolbroth (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management
Wyeth Kipling Coombs – Marketing
Kyle Randall Cooper – Finance and Management
David Tyler Copeland – Management
Caitlyn Elizabeth Corey – Real Estate
Garret Oliver Corr (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Toni Correa – Marketing
Tyler Jennings Gilroy – Risk Management & Insurance and Finance
Anthony Giunta – Accounting
Ryan Logan Glasser – Finance and Real Estate
Addison Richard Glisson (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Maria Guadalupe Gloria – Finance and Management Information Systems
Christian Albert Glover (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Michael Theodore Glover III – Finance
Alison Ann Gomer – Marketing
Jacob Daniel Golbouh (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Zachary Goldberg – Marketing
Noga Goldstein – Accounting
Christopher Gonzalez – Management
Eva Marin Gonzalez (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Eva Marin Gonzalez (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Isabelle Ann Gonzalez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Management
Jeffrey Esteban Gonzalez – Finance and Real Estate
Kennedy Kay Gonzalez – Finance
Laura Sophia Gonzalez – Finance
Samantha Nicole González (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate and Professional Sales
Chloe Josephina Goodwin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Benjamin Warren Gorall – Real Estate
Lauren Ashley Gordon (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Lauren Ashley Gordon (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Sophia Gott (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Kathryn Morgan Gould – Accounting
Brendan Shea Gramaila – Accounting and Finance
Nicholas James Cranberry – Finance and Professional Sales
Jordan Stephanie Grecco (CUM LAUDE) – Management
William Daniel Green – Finance
Laurette Marie Greenfield – Accounting
Emily Margaret Greenfield (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Calli Catherine Grimes – Marketing
Parker Grothaus – Accounting
Maya Yasmeen Guirardi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Frank William Guelli – Management
Isabella Rose Guerr – Management Information Systems
Abigail Marie Gugino – Finance
Angelo Jose Guliarro – Finance
Haleigh Madison Guilbert – Marketing
Blair Victoria Guzman – Accounting
Matthew Hader (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Matthew Hader (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
William Adam Haire – Management
Vanessa Ann Haines – Management
Bailey Patrice Hall – Management
Christian Thomas Hall – Finance
Grayson Thomas Hall – Management
Grayson Thomas Hall – Finance
Kristen Yea Hall (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Rachel Ashley Halleen (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Darian John Halley-Saunders (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Wendi Jade Halpryn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Jacob Ryan Hamm (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Marina Rae Hane – Marketing
Jonathan Victor Hannah – Finance
Keegan Rye Hannan – Finance and Management Information Systems
Haley Elizabeth Hansen – Marketing
Cassidie Lynn Hanson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Christopher William Harb – Accounting
Christopher James Harker – Marketing
Daniel Homer Harkins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Daniel Homer Harkins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Mary Elizabeth Harkins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Ryan Patrick Harlow – Finance
Madeleine Frances Harrington – Marketing
Matthew Adam Harris (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Matthew Adam Harris (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Zoe Mae Harris – Marketing
Lindsey Genevieve Hartmann – Marketing
Rachel Alyse Harvard (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Griffin Martin Hausler – Finance and Marketing
Grant Hughes Hawks – Finance and Real Estate
Luis Antonio Hayes IV (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Sarah Madison Hayni – Finance
Adriana Isabella Hazy – Marketing
Leone David Healey – Finance
Antwane Keith Henderson – Management Information Systems
Antwane Keith Henderson – Management
James Duane Henry – Real Estate
Dino Hernandez Gonzalez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Dino Hernandez Gonzalez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Leonel Cipriano Hernandez (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate and Finance
Drew G. Herring – Management
Allyson Lynn Hettenbach (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Craig Byron Hewitt III (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Marketing
Nicholas Alexander Hidalgo – Risk Management & Insurance and Management
Ryan Michael Hilliard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Allegra Zariann Hintz – Marketing
Allegra Zariann Hintz – Finance
Mei Lin Ho Man (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management
Jocelyn Kyle Hochstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Ryan Timothy Hodges (CUM LAUDE) – Business Administration
Rande Sterling Hoffman – Management
Jennifer Karen Holtz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
James Hondsos (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Joshua A. Hoppe – Management
Levente Robert Horvath (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Makenzie Lee Hotchkiss – Finance
Autumn Adele Hotlle – Accounting
Marylou Grady Houghton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Amanda Grace Houseford – Finance and Management
Jessica Britton Howze – Finance
Jessica Britton Howze – Real Estate
Peter Grant Hoyt – Marketing
Michael Henry Hubbard – Marketing
Jonathan Thomas Hubek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Claudio Guilmelo Hudtwalcker – Marketing
Halle Tate Hughes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management Information Systems
Zachary Richard Hughes – Finance
Trevor Hull – Finance and Real Estate
Julia Christine Hummel (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Elizabeth Marie Husk – Marketing
Alyssa Rose Incapre (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Adolphe William Indest IV – Management
Maria Teresa Infantino – Finance
Eri Irie – Management Information Systems
Braden Peter Irish (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Esmeralda Izarrary Lebron – Finance
Maxwell Donovan Ivey (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Bailey Nicole Jackson – Marketing
Raimello Antwon Jackson – Marketing and Studio Art
Angelia Julia Jacobs – Marketing and Management
Kendall Ann Jacobson – Professional Sales
Ichelle Ashkeya Jamieson – Marketing
Tara Elizabeth Jamieson – Human Resource Management
David Alexander Jaramillo – Marketing
Kallen M. Jennings (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Yue Q. Jiang – Real Estate
Iman Nelchaela Jiha-Scutt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Ricardo Alberto Jimenez (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Tommy Jimenez – Finance
Tommy Jimenez – Management Information Systems
Ryan Michael Joels – Marketing
Jared Russell John – Risk Management & Insurance
Kelsey John (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Whittany Johnbaptiste – Accounting and Management Information Systems
Ashley Jacqueline Johnson – Finance and Marketing
Catherine Grace Johnson – Management
Mclain Roderick Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Rachel Johnson – Real Estate
Rachel Johnson – Risk Management & Insurance
Rebecca Johnson – Management Information Systems
Rebecca Johnson – Marketing
Vivian Charlotte Johnson – Finance
Connor Anderson Jones – Management Information Systems
Emery Adair Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Michael Stephenson Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Taylor Nicole Joseph – Marketing
Richard Joseph Joy, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Robert Jurendic (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Lauren Emma Kacperski – Marketing and Management
Jenna Isabella Kagan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Jesse Owen Kahn – Real Estate
Ashdon Lynn Kainbney – Marketing
Sarah Kathryn Kall – Business Administration
Katie Kalman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Management
Katherine Alexia Kaniu – Risk Management & Insurance
Elizaveta Svenson — Assurance and Advisory Services
Zheng Tantai — Accounting-Generalist
Ryan William Thomas — Taxation
James Griffin Thompson — Assurance and Advisory Services
Sebastian Andrew Triccohe — Assurance and Advisory Services
Fatou Wane — Taxation
Michael David Webber — Assurance and Advisory Services
Rebecca Ann Weitzel — Taxation
Amanda White — Taxation
Cameron Case Wiley — Assurance and Advisory Services
David Richard Williams II — Assurance and Advisory Services
Dylan Lucien Yagle — Assurance and Advisory Services

Master of Business Administration

With Major In

Barrett James Ahlers — Business Administration
Liliana Andrade — Business Administration
Joseph Nicholas Battista III — Business Administration
Adam T. Bervenesty — Business Administration
Kenneth Greenspan III — Business Administration
Lindsey Peppers Boomer — Business Administration
Benjamin Forrest Carman — Business Administration
Neemie Cher — Business Administration
Virginia Teresa Chow — Business Administration
Chadwick Logan Clark — Business Administration
Nathan T. Collins — Business Administration
Nataly Dimopoulos — Business Administration
Austin Thomas Smith Fouk — Business Administration
Macgregor Thomas Hudson — Business Administration
Abraar Katoor — Business Administration
Casey Waldemar Keil — Business Administration
Kelsey Babilon Kester — Business Administration
James Randall Kimball, Jr. — Business Administration
Taylor M. Kurtz — Business Administration
Natalie K. Lennon — Business Administration
Jennifer C. Long — Business Administration
Antonio T. Lopez — Business Administration
Truong Dinh Mai — Business Administration
Lauren Michelle Moffi — Business Administration
David William Moore — Business Administration
Adam Dietrich Mumma — Business Administration
Kyle Jordan Nowak — Business Administration
Dana O'Meara — Business Administration
William M. O'Meara — Business Administration
Sherry Smyly Pappas — Business Administration
Alex Papulak — Business Administration
Andrea Danielle Paredes — Business Administration
Mikaela Parent — Business Administration
Vijay Ravikumar — Business Administration
Natasha Alexandra Reynolds — Business Administration
Miles Gerhard Rivera — Business Administration
Robert Joseph Soignier — Business Administration
Jason Phillip Stier — Business Administration
Jocelyn Liv Travers — Business Administration
Daniel Villa — Business Administration
Douglas Timothy Wright — Business Administration

Master of Science

With Major In

Joseph Saul Arocha, Jr. — Finance
Derek W. Austin — Finance
Storm Francis Berton — Finance
Brian Scott Berns — Business Analytics
Piper L. Bolt — Finance
Giancarlo Bonilla — Business Analytics
Casey Lucas Brown — Management Information Systems
Laney Lissel Busnian — Finance
Alessandra Gonzales Cabopianco — Risk Management & Insurance
Daniel Jeffrey Carlson — Business Analytics
Kimberly Ann Caslake — Management Information Systems
Angela Cristina Chapman — Finance
D'Mitry Domet Charleston — Business Analytics
Jack Craig — Finance
Steven Joseph Cross — Finance
Sonja Cvijanovic — Management Information Systems
Garrett Davidofsky — Business Analytics
Dalton Deakins — Finance
James Michael Wollstein Delano — Business Analytics
Benjamin Epstein — Finance
Tyler Fain — Risk Management & Insurance
Tyler J. Fall — Finance
Joseph Charles Fink — Business Analytics
Phillip Dominick Fisher — Finance
Humberto Freire — Finance
Shannon Anthony Ganstine — Risk Management & Insurance
Clinton Blake Gingerich — Management Information Systems
Nicholas Gomez — Finance
Danielle Greschuk — Risk Management & Insurance
Lara Fabiola Guerrero — Business Analytics
Kamran Hameed — Risk Management & Insurance
Mollie Hoffmann — Risk Management & Insurance
Spencer Alan Hopkins — Finance
Kyle Vincent Hourigan — Finance
Benjamin Robert Hoyle — Business Analytics
Griffin Cole Jannelli — Business Analytics
Alan Jose Kuruvilla — Finance
Trissanne Lee Anne Keen — Finance
Conor Kenney — Finance
Jesse Lastofsky — Finance
Richard Howard Lawson — Risk Management & Insurance
Yuje Li — Business Analytics
Zichen Liu — Business Analytics
Benjamin Mairs — Business Analytics
Gabriel Mandelblum — Finance
Tyler James Marchetti — Risk Management & Insurance
Nikki Taylor Marsh — Management Information Systems
Daniel Thomas McElwaney — Finance
Jayne Elizabeth McLaughlin — Business Analytics
Jonathan Harding Meadows — Finance
Noah Kristofer Metzger — Business Analytics
Michael Brandon Michaud — Management Information Systems
Jacob Alan Middleton — Finance
William Robert Miles — Finance
Lauren Marie Montagne — Risk Management & Insurance
 Zachary Mundine — Finance
Michael P. Murray — Management Information Systems
Joel Robert Pattee — Finance
COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Bachelor of Science With Major In

David John Acebal (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Megan Elizabeth Achurra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

Jack Alton – Criminology

Christine Ann Alayon – Criminology and Political Science

Jami Bernice Alexander – Criminology

Ton‘Aja Kl‘Neisha Alexander – Criminology

Leila Alfaro (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Edward Alfred – Criminology

Dwayne Lamont Allen, Jr. – Criminology

Alexis Joy Andersen – Criminology

Samantha Carly Anderson – Criminology

Skyler Andrews – Criminology and Theatre

Jordan Nicholas Arrington – Criminology and Psychology

Amos Astreide – Criminology

Nicholas R. Atkinson – Criminology

Katelynn Ann Avallone (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science

Stefan Bryce Babin – Criminology

Emmitt Konrad Bach – Criminology

Alexander John Balititis – Criminology

Matthew Louis Barnebee (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science

Kristy Batista (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Cameron Turner Baugh – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

Marcus Alexander Bautista – Criminology

Brooke Michaela Behler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

Katherine Nicole Benson – Criminology

Erlin Patrice Blair – Criminology and Psychology

Micaela Laurie Blomley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

Sarah Ruth Boger (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Charlee Nicole Borcky (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Justin T. Borrero – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

Victoria Nicole Boudreau (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

Samantha Nicole Brockmiller-Rasmussen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

Allison Claire Brown – Criminology

Casey Leigh Brucato (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

Sasha Lauren Brun-Wibaux – Criminology

Kristy Marie Campbell – Criminology

Thomas Capobianco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Lee Carabali – Criminology

James Walter Carey – Criminology

Yanilet Carmona – Criminology

Rosajunely Cartagena Ruiz (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and International Affairs

Sarina Ivy Caskill – Criminology

Alec Kerry Cassel (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and French

Grace Isabella Castillo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Marina Thalia Castillo – Criminology

Michael David Caswell – Criminology

Connor Chambers – Criminology

Olivia Lucille Cien – Criminology

Vittoria Marea Nichole Cira (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Rese Asher Clark (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Garrett Matthew Coleman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

Keyshauanna Fedarriah Coney – Criminology

Kayla Danielle Cronin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Olivia Rose Cuffel – Criminology and Art History

Mason Danker – Criminology

Shourik Das (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

Aniyan Renai Davis – Criminology

Shelby Lynn DeDay – Criminology

Mellanie Michelle Debayle – Criminology

Alison Delaney DeGroat (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Juvens King Delise – Criminology

Nicole Brianna DeMattio – Criminology and Middle Eastern Studies

Andrew Gary DeVore – Criminology

Mariamanda Diaz – Criminology

Kathleen Alexis Mina Dinoso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

Blake Andrew Disney – Criminology

Bobbi Rhiana Donahger – Criminology and Psychology

Asis M. Donathan-Miller – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

John Robert Donnelly – Criminology

Nicholas Bradley Dorn – Criminology

Rackelle Tervilia Doyoung – Criminology

Lauren Nicole Dozier – Criminology and Psychology

Garnese Janae Eccleston – Criminology

Shelby Rae Egan – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

Alaja Lajessica Ellison (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Quentin England (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Jon Austin Ferri – Criminology

De‘Erica Pershonda Fletcher – Criminology

Tamaya C. Footman – Criminology and Psychology

Emily Franco (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology

Kathleen Nicole Fuentes – Criminology

Kaitlin Elizabeth Gallagher – Criminology

Kendall Reese Gallagher – Criminology

Alexis Gant – Criminology and Social Science

Emily Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Trevor Joseph Gardella (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Morgan Gardner (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology - Criminology

Myke Gedime – Criminology

Marianne Miriam Ghanous – Criminology

Brandy Gomes – Criminology and Psychology

Claudio Ronny Gonzales Zacharias – Criminology

Bianka Esther Gonzalez Mendez – Criminology

Kyle Jordan Graham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Gabrielle Marie Graydon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Doctor of Philosophy

With Major In

Samantha Louise Jordan – Organizational Behavior & Human Resources

Major Professors: Dr. Gerald Ferris and Dr. Wayne Hochwarter

“Politics Got You Down? Intraindividual Variability in Perceptions of Organizational Politics and Unmet Motivational Strivings at Work”

Joshua Clinton Palmer – Organizational Behavior & Human Resources

Major Professors: Dr. Pamela L. Perrewé and Dr. Gang Wang

“An Examination of the Role of Abusive Supervisor Behavior on Supervisor Affect and Future Behaviors”
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK
Bachelor of Social Work
With Major In

Brittany Nicole Acuña (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Joel Brian Albertson – Social Work
Margarita Marilyn Amado-Blanco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Priscilla Angelle – Social Work
Samantha Ayers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Grace Kathryn Berg (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jonathan Andrew Black (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

L. Bethany Franciscis Abreu Rivera – Criminology
Amber Alvarez – Criminology
Bethany Constance Anderson – Criminology
Gary Issac Baidree – Criminal Justice Studies
Claudia Barrios – Criminology
Tyrone M. Bowling – Criminal Justice Studies
Hayden S. Thomas Elias-Rodriguez – Criminal Justice Studies

Luke Ross Faulkner – Criminal Justice Studies
Kaci Florence Holmes – Criminology
Ashley Noel King – Criminal Justice Studies
Victoria Teresa Lluis – Criminology
Zachary Tyler Malcom – Criminology
Neja Mehinovic – Criminal Justice Studies
Audra R. Mizell – Criminal Justice Studies
Jack Henry Gonzalez Neal – Criminology
Kristen Neville – Criminology
Cheryl Elise Nicholson – Criminology
Dale Thomas Owens – Criminal Justice Studies
Demetris Anthony Pigford – Criminal Justice Studies

Tatiana Quirzo – Criminal Justice Studies
Michael Ryan – Criminology
Kimberlee Rose Sarchse – Criminal Justice Studies
Kelli Lynn Serpaio – Criminal Justice Studies
Margaret Josephine Smith – Criminal Justice Studies
Devonaty McClean Taylor – Criminal Justice Studies
Scott Steven Thofner II – Criminology
Selena Marie Wapelhorst – Criminology
Benjamin M. Weingard – Criminal Justice Studies
Evgenia Aleksandrova Wiatrak – Criminal Justice Studies
Chloe Zakutny – Criminal Justice Studies

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Bethany Danielle Mims – Criminology
Major Professor: Dr. Kevin Beaver

“Psychopathy and Deindividuation: Biosocial Mediating and Moderating Factors”

Samantha Leval (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Julian Levy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Luke Robert Lewis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Sasha Kathleen Martin (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and International Affairs
Burliee Marie McCormick (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Lindsey Taylor Rife – Social Work
Daisha Rakisha-Lynn Roberts – Social Work
Lauryn Alice Roberts (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Perscilla Christhanna Roberts – Social Work
Emmanuel Gabriel Routis – Social Work
Julia Meghan Ruegg (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Samantha Anne Schafer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Emily Marie Schulte (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Shannon Marie Shannon – Social Work
Nancy Maribel Sierra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Ashley Davis Spivey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Caitlyn Marie Spring (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Rachel Ellen Stachler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Sophia Gabriella Torres (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Sarah Elizabeth Vernon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Sierra N. Vertrees (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Virginia Lee Watkins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Ellison Grace Winfree (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Master of Social Work
With Major In

Olumcri Petrice Abiodun – Social Work
Makenzie Raelee Alley – Social Work
Katherine Anne Alexander – Social Work
Maryam Faith Archer – Social Work
Rachel Elizabeth Arcuri – Social Work
Roosevelt Lee Badger, Jr. – Social Work
Vanessa Marion Bain – Social Work
Jonathan Michael Balcar – Social Work
Sophia Arielle Bazemore – Social Work
Rosalie Beauchamp – Social Work
Caitlyn Demille Bergman – Social Work
Shannon Marie Bernick – Social Work

Dametria B. Blassingame – Social Work
Kamysia Elizabeth Bostock – Social Work
Brittany Ann Brearley – Social Work
Bennie Benita Brown – Social Work
Jasmine Kiesha Brown – Social Work

Catherine Anna Burzynski – Social Work
Varnyetta Bush-Porter – Social Work
Samantha Vigen Carlson – Social Work
Catherine Elizabeth Carter – Social Work
Lisa Denise Chevalier – Social Work

Betsie Jo Cieslak – Social Work
Kaleigh M. Clarke – Social Work
Nicolle Jean Connolly – Social Work
Terra Bre’Aunna Craig-Woodyard – Social Work
Eunice Cruz – Social Work
Nicole Katherine Cumpston – Social Work
Keishanna Nicole Davis – Social Work
Alejandra Danielle Deleon – Social Work
Loyda DeLeon – Social Work
Teya Gael Dunwoody – Social Work
Hope Marie Edgren – Social Work
Monica Theresa Flowers – Social Work
Hannah Fox – Social Work
Lauren Taylor Franson – Social Work
Tiffany Nichole Gaines – Social Work
Grace Helene Garratt – Social Work
Summer Rae Gill – Social Work
Jessica Shante Green – Social Work
Franklin Donald Grey II – Social Work
Andrea Lanae Griffin – Social Work
Lily P. Hall – Social Work
Timothy Michael Hennigan, Jr. – Social Work
Rachel Lauren Hernandez – Social Work
Lauren Herod – Social Work
Lonia Hilaire – Social Work
Raven Dion James – Social Work
Rachael Danielle Jensen – Social Work
Lisa Ann Johnson – Social Work
Tuyen Joel Johnston – Social Work
Laura Marie Jones – Social Work
Clydette Kearney – Social Work
Russell Charles Kelly – Social Work
Morgan Mae Kenney – Social Work
Hannah Grace Kinnon – Social Work
Lauri Alexanderia Kissinger – Social Work
Livia Erin Ledbetter – Social Work
Gabriela Agatha Liciizerski – Social Work
Charis Lirette – Social Work
Kimberly M. Littte – Social Work
Gabriela Lopez Salom – Social Work
Veronica Lugo – Social Work
Melissa Maddox-Reeves – Social Work
Jodi Ann Mancini – Social Work
Julianne Eden Marse – Social Work
Alexius Martinez – Social Work
Mark McAlpin – Social Work
Blanca Joymar McCall – Social Work
Carol Ann McClendon – Social Work
Icela Mendoza Zamora – Social Work
Anthonette Latoya Nelson – Social Work
Sarah Lynn Newman – Social Work
Holley Renee Newman – Social Work
Amber Parker – Social Work
Benjamin Michael Parker – Social Work
Stacy Lynn Parker – Social Work
Sophia Melissa Perez – Social Work
Jessica Denise Perry – Social Work
Kristine Posada – Social Work
Victoria Paige Purcell – Social Work
Lourdes Ramos – Social Work
Brianna K. Rattkiewicz – Social Work
Lucy Rose Reeder – Social Work
Yesenia Isabel Revey – Social Work
Christopher Michael Rodgers – Social Work
Gina Christine Rogers – Social Work
Tatiana Yvonnes Rosado – Social Work
Kevin Rushforth – Social Work
Vikki A. Sanwick – Social Work
Stephen Alexander Sawa – Social Work
Julie Jae Schuck – Social Work
Cyrus Blevins Scott – Social Work
Kimberly Nicole Simms – Social Work
Amber Kay Slabaugh – Social Work
Dawn Slag – Social Work
Tamatha Stacey Smith – Social Work
Beverly Eileen Stewart – Social Work
Catherine Anna Stuck – Social Work
Richard Dean Tanksley, Jr. – Social Work
Katherine Tejeda – Social Work

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Ashley Ambrose (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Ariel R. Farina – Music - Liberal Arts
Joseph Edward Fischer – Music - Liberal Arts
Ethan Rey Gonzalez Soledad (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Nikki C. Grondzik – Music - Liberal Arts
Lauren Ann Healey (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and German
Karisa Dianne Hill – Music - Liberal Arts
Adam Lacy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Tae Yoon Lee – Commercial Music
Alex William Ludeman – Music - Liberal Arts
Zoey Ann Luz – Commercial Music
Matthew Benjamin Medoff – Music - Liberal Arts
Hannah Messier – Music - Liberal Arts
Ian Michael Moss – Music - Liberal Arts
Connor Myers (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Omar H. Nossiir – Music - Liberal Arts
Stephanie Lynne Parker – Music - Liberal Arts
Brittany Rose Porthouse (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Harrison Ronald – Music - Liberal Arts
Jancarlo Ernesto Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Psychology
Ricardo Alberto Sanchez – Commercial Music
Hannah Camille Valdez – Commercial Music
Nicholas Carnell Watson – Music - Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Music
With Major In

Ashlee Nicole Allaire (CUM LAUDE) – Percussion Performance
Sommer Jeanne Allier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Alice Blair Bass – Music Therapy
Nicholas Alan Batina – Music Composition and Commercial Music
Blake Robert Bennett – Jazz and Psychology (Degree awarded posthumously, Fall 2020)
Anita Marleen Burgher – String Performance
Harrison Cody (CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance
Taylor Anne Crouse (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Samuel David DeAngelis – Percussion Performance
Garrett James Evers – Voice Performance
Zoe Fernandez – String Performance
Katlern May Gatti (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Nicholas Gulyamov – Jazz
Hannah Lily Hetzel-Ebben (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Kortney Alexis Hurt – Music Therapy
Ross C. Hussong – Percussion Performance
Shaun Michael Jacob – Music Composition
Chloe Lorraine Johnson – String Performance
Rebekah Klenck (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Alex William Ludeman – Music Composition
Daniel Mertzter – Brass Performance
Patricia Rose Patel – Music Therapy
Alanna Skye Quiton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Composition
Jillian Rawlins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Harp Performance
Lisa Reer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Composition
Isabella Rojas (CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Mateo Sanchez – Jazz
Juliet Anastasia Schreiber (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Macie Jo Skinner (CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Mason Smith – Woodwind Performance
Montana Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
James Hoover Stevens – Voice Performance
Emily Jayne Thompson – Voice Performance
Hannah Camille Valdez – Voice Performance
Charles Javier Vega (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Abigail Vinquist (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Justin Lee Williams – Jazz
Connor Keith Yeackley – Percussion Performance

Bachelor of Music Education
With Major In

Peyton Rachel Burwell – Music Education
Jack Austin Carr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Landon Matthew Chance – Instrumental Music Education
Jonathan Cooper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Tamia Simone Dawkins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Sarah Elizabeth Duncan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
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Piper Goldman (CUM LAUDE) – Music Education

Justin Lee Graham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education

Brian Andrew Hanson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education

Morgan Healey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education

Justin Huefner (CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education

Eric Joseph Jansen – Instrumental Music Education

Archy Lappalainen – Instrumental Music Education

Jade LiMing Willitt – Music Education

Mary Elaine Haugh

Kara Dawn Grover

Tyler Joseph Griffin

Riley Alexander Beranek

Joseph Michael Bauer

Daniel David Lootens

Alexandra Johnson

Sabrina Marie DeVos

Wendi Griffiths – Arts Administration - Music

Alexandra Johnston – Arts Administration - Music

Daniel David Lootens – Music - Liberal Arts

Courtney Jae Normandin – Arts Administration - Music

Bryson Marquise Wheeler – Arts Administration - Music

Master of Arts

With Major In

Ryan Brown – Arts Administration - Music

Robert Michael Bukovic – Arts Administration - Music

Kathleen Conway – Arts Administration - Music

Justin Jordan Dalissy – Arts Administration - Music

Sabrina Marie DeVos – Arts Administration - Music

Master of Music

With Major In

Andrés José Almirall Nieves – Musicology

Joseph Michael Bauer – String Performance

Riley Alexander Beranek – String Performance

Evian Delmar Bleiler – Music Theory

Reese Edward Cloud – Jazz Studies

Hannah Nicole Crider – Musicology

Devon James Daniel – Jazz Studies

Robert Samuel Dingle – Jazz Studies

John D. Dupre – Jazz Studies

Julia Maria Evers – Woodwind Performance

Anna Marie Lillian Filipic – Music Therapy

Elizabeth Fisher – Voice Performance

Robert Warren Fridlender – Voice Performance

Luis Alejandro Gallo Quintero – Woodwind Performance

Tyler Joseph Griffin – Jazz Studies

Kara Dawn Grover – Voice Performance

Alexander Guertem – Musicology

Mary Elaine Haugh – Voice Performance

Anna Grace Hawkins – Piano Performance

Melissa Nicole Hinds – Choral Conducting

William Hueholt – Piano Performance

Alexandra Vivian Huryn – String Performance

Olanrewaju Alaba Ilesanmi – Musicology

Zoë Lynn Sophia Jones – Voice Performance

Brian Andrew Junttila – Music Composition

Charles Michael Robert Klyce – String Performance

Zane Halas Larson – Music Theory

Leif B. Lunde, Jr. – Music Therapy

Logan Braithwaite Lysaght – String Performance

Emmeline Elizabeth Jane MacMillan – String Performance

Ross Allen Mitchell – Brass Performance

Matthew P. Morrison – Choral Conducting

Marrine Murrane – Voice Performance

Brinnia Nay – Brass Performance

Kyara Christine Nelsen – Instrumental Conducting

Stephen Poes – Voice Performance

Bridget Marie Piccirielli – Woodwind Performance

Mikayla Rose Rogers – Accompanying

Hunter Logan Sanchez – String Performance

Kayla Shaefler – Music Theory

Christiana Silao Shelenberger – Piano Pedagogy

Jennifer Hayden Stephenson – Woodwind Performance

Megumi Terry – String Performance

Isabel Sonja Tweraser – Music Theory

Nicholas Ivan Warmuth – Brass Performance

James Nolan Watts – String Performance

Jermaine Jaleel White – Jazz Studies

Gabrielle Willet – Music Therapy

Jonah Dylan Zimmerman – Brass Performance

Master of Music Education

With Major In

Katie Carlson – Music Education

Jonathon Alan Cason – Music Education

Faith Hall – Music Education

Sarah Francis Heuermann – Music Education

Leslie Ann Kupetz – Music Education

Hailey Mae Meyer – Music Education

Victoria Rose Russo – Music Education

Doctor of Music

With Major In

Jeremy Maximillian Avalos – String Performance

Major Professor: Professor Bruce Holzman

Rossana Cauti – String Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Ryan

Zachary Adam Cobb – Organ Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Iain Quinn

David Matthew Deiter – Woodwind Performance

Major Professors: Dr. Deborah Bish & Dr. Jonathan Holden

Matthew David Dueppen – Brass Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Moore

Mark Christopher Franklin – Piano Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Heidi Williams

André Golbert – Piano Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Heidi Williams

Samantha Brittany Gowen – Brass Performance

Major Professor: Professor Michelle Stebleton

Chance Elan Israel – Piano Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Stijn De Cock

Xinshuang Jin – Piano Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Read Gainsford

Elizabeth King-Bennett – Woodwind Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Geoffrey Deibel

Cheuk Yan Leung – String Performance

Major Professor: Professor Gregory Sauer

Albert Legua Magcalas, Jr. – String Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Ryan

Jesse R. McConnell III – Brass Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Justin Benavidez

Jonathan M. McIntyre – Piano Performance

Major Professor: Professor Valerie Trujillo

Lara Kate Mitofsky Neuss – Woodwind Performance

Major Professors: Deborah Bish & Dr. Jonathan Holden

Christopher James Mrochak – String Performance

Major Professor: Professor Bruce Holzman

Kelsey Bova Paquin – Woodwind Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Deborah Bish

Matthew D. Ramage – Music Composition

Major Professor: Professor Liliya Ugay

Diana Carolina Sanchez – String Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Benjamin Sung

Lincoln Andrew Sandham – Music Composition

Major Professor: Dr. Clifton Callender

Brandon Smith – Brass Performance

Major Professor: Dr. Justin Benavidez

Bradley Thomas Snyder – Brass Performance

Major Professor: Dr. John Drew

David Lee Stringer – String Performance

Major Professor: Bruce Holzman

Eunseo Yu – Music Composition

Major Professor: Professor Liliya Ugay

Doctor of Philosophy

With Major In

Ricardo Augusto da Silva Pozenatto – Music Education

Major Professor: Dr. Diana Dumlawalla

“The Status of Class Piano Courses in Florida’s Secondary Public Schools”

Carrie Ann Danielson – Musicology

Major Professor: Dr. Michael Bakan


Stephanie Colburn DeLuca – Music Education

Major Professor: Dr. Patrick Dunnigan

“The Socio-Cultural Reproduction Experiences of Women College Band Conductors: Five Case Studies of Resistance, Conformity, and Everything in Between”
Reana Nicole Weaver  
Summer Michelle Vail  
Rachel Amanda Sharley  
Emily A. Rodgers  
Sara Jane Putt  
Lauren Nicole Perez  
Owen Martin Munro  
Manuella Ribas Andrade  
Christopher Charles Morris, Jr.  
Mitchell William Lewis  
Joshua Jeffrey Ashby  
Gracie Alexandra Barwick  
Melanie A. Armfield  
Nicholas Thomas Antonacci  
De’Leciah Rosalind Evans  
Matthew Jon Poland  
Sara Jane Putt  
Summer Michelle Vail  
Reana Nicole Weaver  
Katie Wright  
Rebekah Lynn Bell  
Dominick James Gowan  
Nicola Marie Garcia  
Jade Danielle Grassi  
Connor Tristram Annear  
Matthew Thomas Cashion  
Drew Isaac DuBow  
Matthew C. Bravo  
Dakota Kenneth Haberland  
Kaitlin Hannah Hauser  
Owen Davis Hess  
Shawn Matthew Allen  
Taylor Christine Alou  
Kaitlin B. Ehrlich  
John Gialelis  
Francis John Figi  
Rebecca Lee Feingold  
John Bernard Colletti  
Gracie Alexandra Barwick  
Madeline Ann Hartman  
Dakota Kenneth Haberland  
Tara Nicole Coffeen  
Khalid Jihad Chance  
Emily R. Cobb  
Tara Nicole Coffeen  
Elynn Xiaoyan Cowan  
Tristan Louis Cravolo  
Mia Wallace Delaney  
Callaway Depenbrock  
Drew Isaac Dubow  
Amber Grace Duthie  
Grace Eudora Elder  
Dean Entwistle  
Matthieu Estrada  
De’Leciah Rosalind Evans  
Karli Renee’ Bishop  
Caitlin Hope Bobo  
Lily Borrero  
Kate Nicolle Damico  
Derek Charles Brashers  
Matthew C. Bravo  
Austin Martin Brerner  
Scott Michael Brennan  
Stephanie Bell  
Michael Roger Brodhead  
Steffie Arley Brookshire  
Matthew Aaron Brown  
Sarah Mackenzie Brown  
Allison Paige Bryan  
Cara Suzanne Bryan  
Lindsey June Callahan  
Sarah Gabriella Caden  
Courtney Rene Campbell  
Cullen Ryan Casey  
Matthew Thomas Cashion  
Michaela Louise Cassidy  
Lucila Cerpa  
Khalil Jihad Chance  
Emily R. Cobb  
Tara Nicole Coffeen  
Elynn Xiaoyan Cowan  
Tristan Louis Cravolo  
Mia Wallace Delaney  
Callaway Depenbrock  
Drew Isaac Dubow  
Amber Grace Duthie  
Grace Eudora Elder  
Dean Entwistle  
Matthieu Estrada  
De’Leciah Rosalind Evans

**COLLEGE OF EDUCATION**

Bachelor of Science  
With Major In

Philip Reid Adams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Katherine Diane Allen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Shawn Matthew Allen  
Taylor Christine Alou  
Elizabeth Ames (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Connor Tristram Annear (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Nicholas Thomas Antonacci  
Melanie A. Armfield (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Justin C. Asbrand (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Joshua Jeffrey Ashby  
Emily Madison Atkins  
Isabella Rae B. DeLuna (CUM LAUDE)  
Gracie Alexandra Barwick  
Halie Hampton Basden (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Elizabeth Ellen Beauchamp  
Rebekah Lynn Bell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Claudia Elena Berroa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Karli Renee’ Bishop (CUM LAUDE)  
Caitlin Hope Bobo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Lily Borrero  
Kate Nicolle Damico  
Derek Charles Brashers  
Matthew C. Bravo  
Austin Martin Brerner  
Scott Michael Brennan  
Stephanie Bell  
Michael Roger Brodhead  
Steffie Arley Brookshire  
Matthew Aaron Brown  
Sarah Mackenzie Brown  
Allison Paige Bryan  
Cara Suzanne Bryan  
Lindsey June Callahan  
Sarah Gabriella Caden  
Courtney Rene Campbell  
Cullen Ryan Casey  
Matthew Thomas Cashion  
Michaela Louise Cassidy  
Lucila Cerpa  
Khalil Jihad Chance  
Emily R. Cobb  
Tara Nicole Coffeen  
Elynn Xiaoyan Cowan  
Tristan Louis Cravolo  
Mia Wallace Delaney  
Callaway Depenbrock  
Drew Isaac Dubow  
Amber Grace Duthie  
Grace Eudora Elder  
Dean Entwistle  
Matthieu Estrada  
De’Leciah Rosalind Evans  
Madison Kaylee Fallar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Jacob Henry Fernandez-McLean  
Riaon Patrick Festige (CUM LAUDE)  
Erin Thompson Fields (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Reece Taylor Fishback (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Allison Claire Flemister (English Education)  
Madeleine Grace Florence (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Crystal Avelina Flores (CUM LAUDE)  
Vincent Delisle Formica  
Isla Gabrielle Forte  
Brittany Anne Franklin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Colin Gaffney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Bridget Kathleen Ganther (CUM LAUDE)  
Nicole Marie Garcia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Sophia Lucia Gari (CUM LAUDE)  
John Gialelis (Social Science Education)  
Kyle Joseph Arnold Gintner (Social Science Education)  
Margaret Eileen Graham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Jade Danielle Grassi (CUM LAUDE)  
Mary Ann Graves (CUM LAUDE)  
Monica Alexandra Grimaldi (CUM LAUDE)  
Eileen Michelle Guichard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Danielle Marie Gutierrez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Dakota Kenneth Haberland (CUM LAUDE)  
Chandler Bailey Hammitt  
Madeline Ann Hartman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Emma Hartsfield (Visual Disabilities Education)  
Kaitlin Hannah Hauser (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Grayson Ann Hefner (CUM LAUDE)  
Nico Jena Herbstman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Kathryn Elizabeth Herlihy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Owen Davis Hess  
Bradley Austin Hillegas (CUM LAUDE)  
Christina Lee Huber (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Cevia J. Hudson-Ellis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Thomas Aaron Jackson (CUM LAUDE)  
Zachary B. Jacobson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Lindsay Ann Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Rhiannon Paige Karp (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Bryant Paul Keel (CUM LAUDE)  
Emily Kay Kipp (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Zachary Alexander Klein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  

Doctor of Philosophy  
With Major In

Peipei Hong  
Brandon Davidson Willingham

“A Cross-Cultural Perspective on Overparenting and Emerging Adults' Well-Being”

Peipei Hong  
Brandon Davidson Willingham

“"The Effect of Pre-Loaded Betaine Supplementation on Fluid Balance and Thermoregulation in the Heat”

Madison Kaylee Fallar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Jacob Henry Fernandez-McLean  
Riaon Patrick Festige (CUM LAUDE)  
Erin Thompson Fields (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Reece Taylor Fishback (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Allison Claire Flemister (English Education)  
Madeleine Grace Florence (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Crystal Avelina Flores (CUM LAUDE)  
Vincent Delisle Formica  
Isla Gabrielle Forte  
Brittany Anne Franklin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Colin Gaffney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Bridget Kathleen Ganther (CUM LAUDE)  
Nicole Marie Garcia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Sophia Lucia Gari (CUM LAUDE)  
John Gialelis (Social Science Education)  
Kyle Joseph Arnold Gintner (Social Science Education)  
Margaret Eileen Graham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Jade Danielle Grassi (CUM LAUDE)  
Mary Ann Graves (CUM LAUDE)  
Monica Alexandra Grimaldi (CUM LAUDE)  
Eileen Michelle Guichard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Danielle Marie Gutierrez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Dakota Kenneth Haberland (CUM LAUDE)  
Chandler Bailey Hammitt  
Madeline Ann Hartman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Emma Hartsfield (Visual Disabilities Education)  
Kaitlin Hannah Hauser (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Grayson Ann Hefner (CUM LAUDE)  
Nico Jena Herbstman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Kathryn Elizabeth Herlihy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Owen Davis Hess  
Bradley Austin Hillegas (CUM LAUDE)  
Christina Lee Huber (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Cevia J. Hudson-Ellis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Thomas Aaron Jackson (CUM LAUDE)  
Zachary B. Jacobson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Lindsay Ann Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Rhiannon Paige Karp (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  
Bryant Paul Keel (CUM LAUDE)  
Emily Kay Kipp (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
Zachary Alexander Klein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  
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Justin Matthew Kolnick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Noelle Marie Kourakos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sara Emily Laigae (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jessica Li Larsen (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Alyson Brooke Lerner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sarah Kathleen Liem (CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Christopher Scott Lindeman – English Education
Hector Manuel Lozada, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Naomi Janean Machala (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Fionna Gerner Mahoney (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Daisy Marie Malan (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Emily Kathryn Marcus (CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Patrick Mason – Sport Management
Michaela Massey (CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Gavin Matthias (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Colin William McCafferty – Sport Management
Kaylyn Olivia McFarland (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Mary Katherine McPherson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
James Robert Mercurio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Jason Patrick Merry – Sport Management
Marisaa Mitchell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Ainanah Hailey Moore (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Donovan S. Moore (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management and Statistics
Rebecca Anne Morales (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Olivia Anne Morrison (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Tyler Mumford – Sport Management
Cynthia Devon Myers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Grace Nekrasas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Danielle Nelson – Elementary Education
Nida Sara Newland (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Emily Madison Nichols (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Steve Nieves – Social Science Education
Budelynn Abbadina Noel – Visual Disabilities Education
Daphne Marie Rose Officer – Social Science Education
Brittney Anne Oh (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Daniel Fernando Padron – Sport Management
Essence S. Paisley-Coote (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Emily Palmer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Abbie Elizabeth Palo (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Ana Maria Palomino (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Lauren Meredith Penniman (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
James Phethean – Sport Management
Grace Piorowski – Elementary Education
Skyler Marie Pittman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Ariella Pizzaro Daniel – English Education
Kyle Alexander Post – English Education
Madeline Elise Powell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Daniel Esteban Prada – Sport Management
Tara Marie Quinn (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Dyanna Emily Rainone (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Hannah Elizabeth Ray (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kirsten Taylor Reagan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Aedan Reed (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Cassandra Nicole Rengifo (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Justin Michael Richards – Sport Management
Richard Randolph Riley III (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Taylor Brooke Robinson – Sport Management
Bianca Rose Rodriguez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Franz Roeder (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Halee Summer Roseberry (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Marisa Claire Rossman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Morgan Alexandra Roush (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Mason Thomas Russo – Sport Management
Zachary Thomas Ryan – Sport Management
Adreian Alexander Savannah (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Morgan Paige Sawyer (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Paige Elizabeth Desiraye Schendelar-Kemp – Sport Management
Callie Grace Schlabach (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Brian Charles Schnorr (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Autumn Elizabeth Schutt (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Ka’Tia Lemara Seymour – Sport Management
Stephanie Marie Shaw – Visual Disabilities Education
Lucas Stuart Shrode – Sport Management
Lauren Ashley Shuler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Brett Parker Siegel – Sport Management
Reagan Michele Smith – Social Science Education
Samantha Robyn Soldo – Sport Management
Bryan Alexander Spiegelman – Sport Management
Vincent Spitzer, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Melanie Lynn Spradley (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jessica Stanton – English Education
Kathleen Ann Sumner (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Lauren Kate Suttles – Special Education Teaching
Elora Sarah Swanson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kaley Ann Taylor (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Emilee Thomas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Madison Ann Trainor (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Felicia Tucker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Victor Manuel Valdes – Sport Management
Hailey Alexis Vaughan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Julia Geer Visser – Special Education Teaching
Faith Christine Viti – English Education
Sara Ann Walker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Madeline Walther (CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Erica Leigh Warwick (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kyla Jennifer Webb (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Emily Ruth Weisblatt (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Makenzie Marie Westgate – Social Science Education
Emily Danielle Whidden (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Valerie Elizabeth White (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sondra Whited (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Jason Robert Wiberg – Sport Management
Madison Brooke Wilson – Elementary Education
Samuel Owen Winter – Sport Management
Deanna Jean Wishnia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jessica Wu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Avery Kate Young (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education

Master of Science
With Major In

Michelle-Marie Regino Accad – Visual Disabilities
David R. Ackerman – School Psychology
Michele Janine Alamo – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Joe Alexander Aldrete – Sport Psychology
Shatha Alkadah – Elementary Education
Mark Ross Allbritton – Higher Education
Isabella Alvarez – English Teaching
Jessica Magali Amador – English Teaching
Keturah Unique Austin-McClenod – Career Counseling
Beth Lynn Bailey – Elementary Education
Alesx Bernadette Baker – Higher Education
Daniella A. Balderamos – Elementary Education
Courtney Bellavia – Sport Management
Chloe Bogdajewicz – Elementary Education
Lindsay Bohn – Career Counseling
Ian Ewing Bolger – Sport Management
Anthony James Brandy – Foreign & Second Language Education
Jeremy Scott Brannon – Elementary Education
Avery Ann Braun – Elementary Education
Bailey Elizabeth Buchanan – School Counseling
Logan Adair Burns – Sport Psychology
Destiny Nicole Caldwell – Higher Education
Melissa Call – Social Science Teaching
Alessia Danielle Cao – Special Education Teaching
Sofia Marie Capezza – Social Science Teaching
Brenna Lynn Carrigan – Elementary Education
Aaron Carwell – Elementary Education
Mallory Lyn Carty – English Teaching
Hannah Lee Caskey – Elementary Education
Courtney Lane Caswell – Sport Management
Gabriela Isabel Caviedes – Sport Psychology
Vanessa Marie Chavez – Elementary Education
Ashley Elaine Clark – School Psychology
Gavin Clark – Elementary Education
Allen Clay Jr. – Higher Education
Marisa Elena Colón – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
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Amber Madison Webb – Special Education Teaching
Yi Wei – Sport Management
Hannah Grace Weirich – English Teaching
Sarah Welker – Special Education Teaching
Elizabeth Grace Wiggen – Special Education Teaching
Ashley Jean Williamson – Special Education Teaching
Michael Joseph Wilmot – Sport Management
Jacob Vance Wolber – Sport Management
John Wygant – Sport Psychology
Benjamin Zapater-Diaz – Elementary Education
Shiyou Zhou – Measurement & Statistics
Trey Francis Zoda – Sport Psychology

Education Specialist
With Major In

David R. Ackerman – School Psychology
Keturah Unique Austin-McClendon – Career Counseling
Lindsay Bolte – Career Counseling
Kalley Elizabeth Buchanan – School Counseling
Ashley Elaine Clark – School Psychology
Marisa Elena Colón – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Shauntae Tamara Davis – School Psychology
Amanda Haydee Duque – Educational Leadership/Administration
Meghan Ashleigh Dyal – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Benjamin Stuart Ely – Educational Leadership/Administration
Arianna Emanu-Wright – Career Counseling
Olivia C. Eto – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Regina Marie Fields – School Psychology
Hayley Teles Gould – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Alexandra Havens – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Amber Withrow Helms – Educational Leadership/Administration
Paige Hespe – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Yongjian Huang – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Elizabeth Lauren Huffman – School Psychology
Tayler Igo – Career Counseling
Amber Johnson – Educational Leadership/Administration
Lori Renee Kern – School Psychology
Amy Kozlarek – Career Counseling
Tiffany Kuntz – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sherrina Lofton – Education Policy & Evaluation
Claudia López – School Psychology and Spanish
Jessica Beth Mckenzie-Pichard – Educational Leadership/Administration
Bryce Randolph Miller – Clinical Mental Health Counseling and Psychology
Kacey Monagas – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kayli Putman – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Allison Jackson Richards – Educational Leadership/Administration
Elizabeth Shannon Sheward – Educational Leadership/Administration
Caroline Spitz – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Charlotte Ann Stephens – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Meghan Thomas – School Psychology
Madhulika Vajjhala – Education Policy & Evaluation

Doctor of Education
With Major In

Tawheedah Abdullah – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Ayesha Khurshid
“Beyond the Notes and Rests: A Study of African American High School Students’ Musical Experiences, Preferences, and Perceptions”

LaShanda Denise Allen – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Ayesha Khurshid
“I Am IB For Me? Minority Student Enrollment Decisions in an International Baccalaureate Program”

Emily Nichole Dickens – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Toby J. Park
“Lessons Learned: Intrusive Student Success Initiatives at a Regional University Campus in the Wake of a Natural Disaster”

Mark Paul Duslak – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Toby J. Park
“Resolving Ambiguity in Advising: Exploring Leaders’ Perceptions of the Purposes, Outcomes, and Functions of Academic Advising

Jessica Anne Francis – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Bradley Cox
“Are We Helping Them Beyond the Spear? The Impact of a Developmental Support Program for Black Male Student-Athletes”

Sarah Noelle Lawson – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey Rutledge
“Exploration of Exceptional Student Education Services in a Public Charter School”

Laurie Elizabeth Lee – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey Rutledge
“Middle School Literacy Interventions: How Schools Help Struggling Students Succeed”

TJuiann Bell Marks – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Stephanie Simmons Zuilkowski
“The Missing Link? Parent Beliefs and Behaviors Toward Early Literacy”

Kimberly Anne Meyer – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Carolyn D. Herrington
“Effects of Classroom Circles on Middle School In-School and Out-of-School Suspension Reports”

Melvin Smith Middleton, Jr. – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice M. Iatarola
“The Lion Speaks: Utilizing Narrative Inquiry as a Tool to Illuminate the Stories of Black Men Who Lead Black Male Initiatives”

Rachel Mincey – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice M. Iatarola

Lindsey Taylor Page – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice M. Iatarola
“Exploring Student Mental Health Support Through the Lens of High School Counselors’ Perceptions of Preparation and Professional Development Needs”

Rebecca Lynn Romeis-Markham – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Stephanie Simmons Zuilkowski
“Still Waiting: The Childcare Experiences of Families on a Child Development Center’s Waitlist”

Brent Thomas Sielinski – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Carolyn D. Herrington
“Now What’s the Matter Buddy, Ain’t You Heard of My School?: Ninth-Graders’ Perceptions Regarding Public-Choice Schools”

Kevin Glenn Smith – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey Rutledge
“CAR-PD: Driving Toward Literacy Success”

Amity Wyss – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Courtney Elizabeth Preston
“Achievement Analysis by Subgroup: Is There a Benefit to Intermediate Departmentalization?”

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Abdullah Abdulwahab Alsayar – Measurement & Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Qian Zhang
“The Practical Ramifications of Local Item Dependence in Educational Assessment: A Comparison of Four Approaches”

Jennifer Marie Batchelder – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Kathy Guthrie
“Latin College Student Leadership Meaning-Making through Generativity as Cultural Capital”

Kenneth David Gloeckner – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Schwartz
“Cost of Contingency: A Comparative Interrupted Time Series Analysis of the Impact of Cost on Adjunct Faculty Employment”

Elise Antonette Hodge-Simmons – Mathematics Education
Major Professor: Dr. Christine Joy Andrews-Larson
“Persistence and Support for Black Students in STEM Majors at an HBCU”
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts

Alain M. Acanda – History and Political Science
Isabella Giuliana Acitelli (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Chelsey Victoria Adams – Humanities
Roseline Albert – Creative Writing
Karelis Carmen Albornoz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Guadalupe Alcala-Garcia – Religion
Madison Christine Allmon – History
Emma Reid Altendorf – Humanities

Roxana Amador (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Rachel Ames – Literature, Media, and Culture
Amanda Lauren Anderson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Samuel Harris Anderson – Computer Science
Ryan Wade Ansell – Computer Science
Jocelyn Kristen Arbogast (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Chinese Language & Culture
Keayonna Maria Asberry – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jonathan William Atz – Creative Writing
John Robert Bagnardi – Literature, Media, and Culture
Mason Ballard (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Niah Barton – Editing, Writing, & Media
Chandika M. Basdeo (WITH HONORS) – Philosophy and History
Luis Adolfo Basualdo – Humanities and Editing, Writing & Media
Arthur Chipman Beal III – Editing, Writing, & Media
Rachel Biangel (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies

Morgan Elizabeth Bobo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Alexandra Jean Bodziuch – Humanities
Isabela Rose Bogg (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Gabrielle Bossous (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture and Criminology
Charles H. Boudet (WITH HONORS) – Literature, Media, and Culture and Real Estate
Caitlin Elaine Bradbury (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Courtney Renee Bradley – Chinese Language & Culture

Robert Rankin Bradley – Computer Programming & Applications (Degree awarded posthumously, Fall 2020)

Spencer Coleman Britt – Humanities
L’Jai Mishka Brown – Creative Writing
Maia Spence Brown (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Quinn Julie Brown – German / Business
Victoria Anne Adragna Brown – Literature, Media, and Culture

Christian Augustine Brugger (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy and Economics
Kayla Buchan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Simone Marguerite Burgin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – French & Spanish
Jack Ryan Burnetksy (CUM LAUDE) – History
Joaquin Augusto Cabana (CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy and International Affairs
Mathew Jan Calvin – Editing, Writing, & Media
Melissa Carcamo – Women’s Studies
Riley Garret Carrier – Religion
Kent Carson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Cory Carte – Computer Science
Sophie Grace Casarico (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Gill German Castillo, Jr. – Literature, Media, and Culture and Philosophy

Susan Cavallion – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alexy Ger Charles Cellier – Spanish/Business
Zachary Alexander Ceranic (CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy and International Affairs
Kelly Chamorro – Editing, Writing, & Media and Classical Civilizations

Emma Chapman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – French
Alexis Chartrand – Humanities and Editing, Writing & Media
Carli Victoria Chifari – Humanities
Sebastian Andres Chipoco – Creative Writing
Charles Moore Clark III – History
Emily Genevieve Colley – Creative Writing
Emelia Jane Colton – Humanities
John Thomas Cook – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jordyn Rilee Copeland – Editing, Writing, & Media
Austin F. Corbett – Humanities
Sierra Elizabeth Corby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Women’s Studies and Psychology
Catherine Cosgrove (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture and Sociology
Meredith Bridgman Crede (CUM LAUDE) – History and Political Science

Daniel J. Crook – Philosophy
Emma Abigail Curry – Editing, Writing, & Media
Leonardo Giuseppe Cusumano – Literature, Media, and Culture
Jacob Lee Cyrus (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Russian
Adria Das (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Catherine Davies (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Japanese Language & Culture
Sarah C. Davis – Literature, Media, and Culture
Tamelia C. Davis – Creative Writing
Joseph Leo Decker – History
Elizabeth Kalene Dedge – Women’s Studies
Dariela Delgado – Creative Writing
Caden DeLisa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alex D. DePriest (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy and History
Emma Derricks – Editing, Writing, & Media and French
Ellen Anne Dominy – Editing, Writing, & Media
Theodore Levi Drye (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing

Raicos Onique-Wlima Durant – Humanities
Dominick John Durante III (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Nathalia Adelia Edwards – Editing, Writing, & Media
Austin Grant Emfinger – Creative Writing
Natalie Erin Etheridge (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Zoe Elizabeth Farkas – Spanish
Alaina Marie Faulkner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Devin Isabeau Feix – Humanities
Ismael Jose Fernandez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science and Studio Art
Samuel Ryan Fernandez – History
Shannon Renée Flaharty – Humanities
Peri Eliza Flanagan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Religion
Johnathan W. Foege – Italian
Emily Paige Frew – History
Katherine Anne Frerking – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ashley Michele Garcia – Literature, Media, and Culture
Bonnie Joan Garcia-Gloeckner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science and Studio Art
Rachel Rose Gaul (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science and Studio Art
Carah Skylar Gedeon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tyler Devereaux Gee – Philosophy
Bethany Hope Geltner (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media

Xi Lu – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Dr. Valerie Shute

“Boon or Bane? An Investigation of Player Perspective in a Computational Thinking Digital Game”

Michael Peter Mesa – Learning & Cognition
Major Professor: Dr. Beth M. Phillips

“Behavior Management and Its Relation with Self-Regulation in a Small-Group Literacy Intervention with Kindergartners”

Yuan Sang – Foreign & Second Language Education
Major Professor: Dr. Phil Valiant Hiver

“Investigating the Construction of Language Teacher Identity in Pre-Service EFL Teachers’ Teacher Learning Experience”

Somayeh Tahmouresi – Foreign & Second Language Education
Major Professor: Dr. Mostafa Papi

“On the Role of Individual Differences in the L2 Writing Achievement”

Joanna Kaye Tweedie – Sport Management
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey D. James

“Sport Consumer’s Psychological Connection, Motivated Reasoning, Cognitive Dissonance, and Bias Processing: Coping with Information About Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy and Professional Football”

Shiyao Zhou – Foreign & Second Language Education
Major Professor: Dr. Phil Valiant Hiver

“The Dynamic Development of Student Engagement in the Second Language Classroom from a Self-Determination Theory Perspective”

Yang Zhou – Foreign & Second Language Education
Major Professor: Dr. Shaofeng Li

“The Effect of L2 aptitude, Motivation and Anxiety on Chinese EFL College Learners’ L2 Speech”

Spring Commencement 2021
Colleton Lamar Geohagan (CUM LAUDE) – History
Jenna Marie Ghiroli (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Laurabeth Giddens – Literature, Media, and Culture
Natalie Kristen Giese (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Alexander N. Gilchrist – Humanities
Carlton Davis Gillespie – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tatiana Gomez – Humanities
Robert Peter Gonzalez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Vasishtha Gonzalez – Creative Writing
Abigail Elena Grantges – Computer Programming & Applications
Gabriel Ethan Green – History
Chanel V. T. Guerrero-Lambie – Humanities
Jamie Claire Gunthner – Editing, Writing, & Media
John Ryland Hager – Computer Science
Alexandra Lea Halchak – Creative Writing
Sarah Hall – Computer Science
Elizabeth L. Halperin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History and Political Science
Nicholas Charles Handal (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Cameron Taylor Hannon (CUM LAUDE) – German
Martha Agnes Harbin – Editing, Writing, & Media
Eleanor Victoria Harnage-Hall – Japanese Language & Culture
Aaron Vaughn Hansman (CUM LAUDE) – Japanese Language & Culture
Jaelynn Felicity Hart – Creative Writing
John Thomas Heckler – History
Amber Nicole Hedquist (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Sarah Jane Hendon – Creative Writing
Sarah Jane Hendon – Philosophy
Marcos Xavier Hernandez – Humanities
Berencine Hernandez Avila – Editing, Writing, & Media
Luke Herrin – History
David Bentley Hess, Jr. – History
Christian Logan Hill – History
Joshua Edward Hill – Spanish
Makayla Catherine Hineman – Humanities
Alexander Clayton Hofsatter – Creative Writing
Jessica Grace Hole (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Cassidy Rose Hoose – Humanities
William Robert Howard IV (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History and Political Science
Maddison Jaye Hugueback – Italian/Business
Rachel Lydia Hunt – Humanities
Madeline Ide (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy and Editing, Writing & Media
Michael Dominic Insalaco Glendenning – Computer Science
Anikka Jensen (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Studio Art
Cyanne John Mcclean (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lindsey Elizabeth Johnson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kathryn Grace Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Priscilla Jones – Classical Civilizations
Jodie Rebecca Judd (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Garrett J. Kalnin – Humanities
Prachi Kapur – Computer Programming & Applications
Amber Kaufmann (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Humanities
Katherine Jeanne-Marie Keeling – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kristin Joy Fusi Kehl – Creative Writing
Jensen M. Kevern (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Haley Ware Ketchum – History
Kelsey Jonelle Alexis Khan – Humanities
Max Dustin Khutorsky – Russian
Sage Olivia Kim – Creative Writing
Sarah Grace Kittredge – Humanities
Leah Catherine Knox – Humanities
Andrew Joel Koelsch – Computer Science
Alexander Kostandirithes (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Elilah Scott Kostick – Philosophy
Keri Lynn Kriech – Literature, Media, and Culture
Fernando Labrada (CUM LAUDE) – History
Spencer Edward Lai – Humanities
Melinn Elizabeth Lanier (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Elisabeth Diana Lawson – Literature, Media, and Culture and Management
Caslin Mona Layer – Humanities
Abigail Leaman (CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Olivia Hunter Lee – Creative Writing
Alexandra Breon Liggitt – Editing, Writing, & Media
Emily Catherine Little – Humanities
Sierra Isley Little (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Mary Belle Llanes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Macayla Ruth Llewellyn – Computer Science
Parker Mitchell Logan (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Austin N. Londono – Humanities
Jacob Michael Long (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Elsa Hannah Lovejoy – Russian
Stefanie Ann Lutes – German
Daniel Joseph Madden, Jr. – Editing, Writing, & Media
Emily May Madri – Computer Science
Ingrid Frances Marinak – Creative Writing
Olivia Madison Knowles Merr (CUM LAUDE) – Spanish and International Affairs
Meagan Alexis Martinez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Victoria Mavro (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Alexa Russ Marvin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Spanish
Joseph Vincent Masotti (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Philosophy and Psychology
Isabella Massardi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing and Political Science
Emma Louise Masters – Spanish
Rebecca Brooke McCandless (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Tyshawna L. Melton – Creative Writing
Allison Leigh Mickey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Humanities
Brielle Migliaccio – Humanities
Alana Renee Millford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Brianna Rose Minuse – Editing, Writing, & Media
Spencer Warren Molenaar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – History
Luis Molina – Editing, Writing, & Media
Keanu Moncada – Creative Writing
Taylor Alexis Moreno (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Studio Art
Anna Mary Morgan (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Dylan Mouro – Creative Writing and Studio Art
Greg David Mueller – Religion
Elizabeth Mullin – Editing, Writing, & Media
Adam David Mullin – Creative Writing
Caroline Marie Munkey (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Classical Civilizations
Ilan Mussaffi – Creative Writing
Ryan Pablo Nehra – History and Political Science
Kevin Thanh Nguyen – Computer Science
Christelle Jahdai Nieves – Computer Science
Steven Dale Nissley, Jr. – Computer Science
Codi Nobles – History and Religion
Ashley R. Nolin – Creative Writing and Psychology
Thomas Larkin Norred – Philosophy
Hannah Claire Novack – Editing, Writing, & Media
Edward John O’Brien III – Chinese Language & Culture
Christopher J. O’Connell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Katherine Dickinson O’Connell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Classic Civilizations
Aoife Yasmeen O’Riordan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Language, and Culture and Media/Communication Studies
Genesis Charlotte Orellana – Creative Writing
Eric Ortega (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Kelly Ostruszka – Editing, Writing, & Media
Casey Ryan Owens – Editing, Writing, & Media
Robert Gavin Palmer – Philosophy
Tetiana Alexisivna Panina (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Russian
Andrew Albury Pannell – Editing, Writing, & Media
Samantha L. Paradelo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Jason Paris (CUM LAUDE) – Chinese & Japanese
Daniel Robert Parkulo – History
Gabriel Parramore – Spanish
Clayton James Partlow – Environmental Science & Policy and Political Science
Ren Pathipanich – Literature, Media, and Culture
Marlisa Tanee Payne (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – French & Spanish
Colin James Peaks – Creative Writing
Christian Joseph Pecek (CUM LAUDE) – History
Matias Perichon – Computer Science
Garrett Raymond Peters (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Philosophy and Religion
William Joseph Piedmont – Creative Writing
Alejandra Sophia Pocock – Creative Writing
Christina D. Portualio (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – History and Classical Civilizations
Trevor Potter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Luke Christian Power – Computer Science
Karee Kay Prevatt – Creative Writing and Criminology
Lawrence Anthony Priola – Computer Science
Jeffrey Michael Prokop – Editing, Writing, & Media
Angelica Marie Ybanez Purganan – Philosophy
Emma Margaret Puthis (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Gary Thomas Putnik – Editing, Writing, & Media
Shantell Zariah Ray – Literature, Media, and Culture
Antanay Je’Neen Hall – Biological Science
Kaedon Hamm – Computer Science
Riley James Hammar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Timothy James Hancock – Physics and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kendall Dianne Haney – Environmental Science & Policy
Mary Donna Hanson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Claire Noel Haraminac (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jordan Nicole Harnage – Psychology
Riley Harra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Women’s Studies
Gabrielle Whitney Harris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jessie LeAnna Hart – Psychology
Ian Hatton – Psychology
Cooper Ethan Hauck – Computer Science
Madsen Alexandria Hawes (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Morgan Elaina Hawkins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Seth Christian Hayden – Mathematics
Mackenzie Kate Hayes – Environmental Science
Monique Catherine Haynes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Political Science
Christina Marissa Hayworth – Psychology
Nicole Anne Heim (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Enri Oswald Henry – Physical Science
Sophia Hernandez-Rubinagroot – Psychology
Alexander Jacques Hervey – Biological Science
Macellian Jordan (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jonathan Alexander Hill – Computer Science
Alexandria Nicole Hinchcliffe (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Editing, Writing & Media
Mitchel Ryan Hochman – Biochemistry
Lauren Nancy Hodne (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Economics
Bradley Michael Capati Hudson – Computer Science
Elizabeth Holton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jamie Marie Howard – Biological Science
Kira Sherr Howard – Biological Science
William Payton Howell (CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Sarah Jane Hoyer – Actuarial Science
Madison Leigh Hubbert (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Anthropology
Jaia Jolyn Huggins – Psychology
Lindsay N. Hughes – Biochemistry
Skayln G. Hurtado – Psychology
Allison Margaret Ibach (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Chandler Charles Ibert – Environmental Science & Policy
Mayesha Ibbat – Actuarial Science
Andrew John George Imperial – Physics
Eric Joseph Inbar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
John Jacke – Physics
Jacob Isaac Jackson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
James Richmond Harrison Jacob – Biological Science
Kerrianna Caitlyn Jadunandan – Behavioral Neuroscience
Callie Jameson (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Daniel Trifon Jamsheddy – Computer Science
Isabell Jaramillo – Environmental Science & Policy
Jessica Margaret Jarnagin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Cleophile Jean-Pierre – Statistics
Stefan Chenlun Jen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sasha Jenkins-St. Prix – Biological Science
Kayleigh Ann Jetel (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ricardo A. Jimenez – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Joseph Ray Jim pie – Computer Science
Lauren R. Johansen (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Adriana Helene Johnson – Psychology
Kenneth Dylan Johnson – Physics and Mathematics
Nalina Keyana, Yvette Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Victory Paige Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management – Psychology
Ashley Jones (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Danielle Nicole Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Marcus Jones – Psychology
Ryan Parker Jones – Biological Science
Cassidy Joplin – Psychology
Carice Joseph – Biological Science
Marie Antcline Joseph – Psychology
Sabrina T. Joseph – Psychology
Kylie Everett Jovanovski – Psychology
Eljiah Jordan Jowers – Computational Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Madeline Elise Jubran (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sari Kabayama (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Edanna Belle Pamoussa Rimso Kaboro – Statistics
Emily Kacprzak – Psychology and Criminology
Bryan Kane – Psychology
Georgia Malia Kanitsch – Psychology
Alexis Karoas – Psychology and Sport Management
Peter John Karras (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Hannah Karter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jessica Elaina Kasper – Psychology
Samantha Joan Kautzmann (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Joann Keaton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Psychology
Chloe Grace Keegan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kelsey “Jack Fox” Maria Keen – Computational Science and Biomatics
Joseph Daniel Keller – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Timothy Ryan Kellett – Biochemistry
Kaylin Ann Kelly – Psychology
Ahmed Ehab Kenawy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Katherine Christine Kennedy – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Orlando Antonio Kenny – Computer Science
Stephanie Marie Kenyon – Biological Science
James Kerrigan – Computer Science
Lauren Kessler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sheikh Lamesh Khaled – Computer Science
Kohin Khandwalla – Computer Science
Alexis Morgan Kidd (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science and Spanish
Ashley Rose Kintigh – Psychology
Connor Webb Kirkland – Biochemistry
Gabrielle Alexis Kirshtheny (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Carly Denise Kish (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Megan Klicker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Sarah Jean Klyser (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jarod Alexander Klion – Physics
Alex Knaff (CUM LAUDE) – Physics
Mackenzie Lynne Knight (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Myra Abigail Knowles (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Sean Sebastian Knowles (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Actuarial Science
Amanda Falls Koffman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jake Alexander Koisa – Chemistry
Victoria Serguey Kolev (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Michael Noyes – Electronics
Casey Eller Koon – Actuarial Science
Taylor Nicole Koos – Psychology
Jacob Robert Korducki – Computer Science
Eleni Stelene Kostidakis – Psychology
Talia Kotler (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Landon Henry Koven – Biological Science
Lauren Olivia Krieger (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kaitlynn Justine Kulla – Biological Science
Ganesh Muthu Kumar – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Danielle Louise Kuzel (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Camille Marie Kynoch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science and Biological Science
Luca David Labruna (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Analise Lagan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Media/Communication Studies
Camryn Taylor Lake (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rachel Anne LaManna (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Samantha Rae Lancaster (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and German
Olivia Sofia Larrea – Statistics
Brock Eugene Law – Environmental Science & Policy
Bannah Beth Lawmaster – Psychology
De’Leah Constance Leath – Environmental Science & Policy
Kevyrt Michele Lee – Psychology
Raimundo Francisco Leon – Psychology
Yasmin Leon Velarde (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Katelyn Marie Lerdo – Psychology
Allison Frances Lespsazio (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Bailey Elizabeth Lesperance – Biomatics
Rachel Christine Libert – Psychology
Josye Elia Camille Licheons (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Samuel Salvador Linarte – Biological Science
Kristen Alyssa Lindenmayer – Psychology
Andrew Bryan Lindsay – Computer Science
Gabriella Lynn Lirio (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Jennifer Michelle Lister – Psychology
Ashley Nicole Littlepage – Psychology
Lindsay Gabrielle Livingston – Psychology
Matthew Philip LoGrasso – Psychology
Rachel Marie Sebaste – Biological Science
Laura Beatriz Segura – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Angela Seibert (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Alexis Maria Seidler – Anthropology
Madalynn Robin Seiler – Meteorology
Jackson Christopher Seith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biomathematics
Leigh Anne Sealers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lauren Rosa Senia – Behavioral Neuroscience
Raghad Serma – Computer Science
Jorge Serrano, Jr. – Biological Science and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Tina Julia Seuling (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Yarden Michelle Shai – Psychology
Hunter Connor Shanahan – Biochemistry
Savannah Sharp (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Rachael Marie Shaughnessy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Savannah Rae Shaw – Psychology
Julia Sherman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kylie Bryanne Shivers – Biological Science
Olive Noeis Shook – Psychology
Jessica Shuau (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Sociology
Julia Megan Siccard (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Nicholas Silva (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Taylor B. Silvino – Biochemistry
Katie Ann Sinsky (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Madison Celeste Sketeo – Psychology
Sandi Brooke Slater – Psychology
Cameron Anthony Smalley (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Andrew Jon Smith – Psychology
Caleb Alexander Smith – Computer Science
Corinne Margaret Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Hannah Aislin Smith – Psychology
Kimberly Jean Smith – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Erin Claire Snead – Biological Science
Melody Snow (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Samantha Hope Solomon (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Shino Someya (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Jack Timothy Spline (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sarah Jane Springer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Andrew Maxx Stak – Biological Science
Mason Allen Stanberry – Anthropology
Megan Eluned Stacks (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
David Michael Stoltz – Meteorology
Jacob Strack (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics & Astrophysics and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kalysta Alis Strauss (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Stephanie Ann Strohm – Psychology
Michael Thomas Styrion (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Brandon Thomas Suit – Psychology
Brian Swanson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Hayley Swilley – Psychology
Malia Alina Sylvester – Anthropology
Maria Aleksandra Szymonowicz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Francesca Georgiana Tabana – Psychology
Janelle Sharai Tajdari – Statistics
Alexander Bryan Tallman – Biological Science
Xiao Wen Tan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
James Blanford Taylor IV (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Porter Bernard Taylor – Environmental Science
Olivia Teasdale (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Kristofer Charles Terrell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Kaylee Rachel Thogmart – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Mannat Thakur (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Kiley Grace Thomas – Psychology
Evan Townslikon, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
Brittney Christine Thomasson – Psychology
Tyler Nathaniel Thompson – Psychology
Lauren Brooke Thornberg (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Andrew Foster Thrash – Computer Science
Hayleigh Elaine Tilton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kristen Rosalie Tinnerman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ashley Chantelle Toft – Psychology
Christopher Torbert (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Humbert Alfredo Torres – Computer Science
Johnny Torres (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Tayor Torres (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Xiomera Sky Torres – Biological Science
Savannah Paige Tota – Environmental Science
Brett Robert Toth – Psychology
Mattison Brooke Townsend – Biological Science
Bryan Townsend (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Arien Trevino Saravia – Psychology
Stephanie Trista – Biological Science
Alyssa Marie Troy – Applied Geosciences/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Anamari Trujillo Flores – Biological Science
Michael Jonathan Turek (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Kevin Brian Turner, Jr. – Computer Science
Mason Nicole Tuttle – Environmental Science & Policy
Madison Rose Tyle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Samantha Tyler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Dylan Unterbrink – Physical Science
Mia Vaca-Gutierrez – Psychology
Sabinha Valdivia (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Hunter Cole Valentine – Statistics
Aleks Joseph Valles (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Margaret Van Deventer (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics
Luke Adrian Van Popering (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Computational Science
Andrea Vargas – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Miguel Angel Vassallo – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
David Nathan Vasserman (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Vignesh Vattigunta – Psychology
Cristian Emmanuel Vazquez – Psychology
Samantha Victoria Vazquez – Psychology
Wilfredo Xavier Vega – Psychology
Nicole Samantha Velasquez – Biological Science
Maria Lucia Velasquez Hammerle (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Savannah Shea Veltman – Psychology
Elise Ann Veenstra – Biological Science
Hayley Elizabeth Venezia – Psychology
Anel Cristina Verish – Psychology
Haley Nicole Vidolin – Biological Science
Megan Alyssa Vilaseca (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Andrea Vanessa Villa – Biological Science
Nicholas Villoria – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Caitlin Violette (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Nicholas John Voran – Computer Science
Cassandra Anastasia Vrochidis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Vidhath Vuppalapu – Biological Science
Erin Jacob Waddell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jackson Chase Wagner – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Grayson A. Waggstaff – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Amanda Kristin Walker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samantha Christine Walter (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daphne Hyunwell Waschka – Psychology
Jonathan Andrew Washington (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Sociology
Hannah Marie Waters (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Terrell D. Watkins – Computational Science
Seraphine Laroux Watson-Uva (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Claudia Kolhoff Wanamaker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Savannah Marie Warren (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jordan Samantha Wells (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samantha Lee Welt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kylie Alexis Weide – Psychology and German
Julia Nicole Weinbrecht – Biomathematics
Evan Gabriel Weinstein (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Rebecca Haley Weissman – Psychology
Jordan Samantha Wells (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samantha Lee Welt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Olivia Wentworth-Buchanan – Psychology
Jonathan Paul Wheeler – Chemistry and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Rachel Nicole White – Psychology and Criminology
Jordan Ariel Wiener – Psychology
Vance Carlton Wiggins II – Meteorology
Hayden Wilder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Efrem Lardon Wilkerson II – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Maxwell Grant Willett – Actuarial Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kristen Newell – Psychology
Zachary Deryk Nimmons – Statistical Data Science
Cynthia Ulysse Norris – Developmental Psychology
Meghan Pellier – Biomathematics
Steven Cole Perez – Computer Science
Hellen Hong Dao Pham – Cognitive Psychology
Aaron Pinto – Cyber Security
Grayson N. Platt – Psychobiology
Anna Marie Plaviak – Inorganic Chemistry
Todd Nolan Poe – Inorganic Chemistry
Purbina Rahman Prova – Physics
Nicole Reynaga – Psychology
Courtney Beth Riggs – Mathematics
Julia Shay Rivest – Financial Mathematics
Sudipto Saha – Statistics
Matthew Thomas Sandburg – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Jonathan Schilling – Mathematics
Morgan Brianna Shaner – Physical Oceanography
Daniel Sheikh – Geology
Jiacheng Shen – Financial Mathematics
Anisha Sinha – Statistics
Chesnea Alyse Skeen – Meteorology
Allison Snyder – Biological Science
Harley Taylor Soerfass – Anthropology
Philip Solimine – Computational Science
Zehao Song – Statistical Data Science
Nicholas Spragg – Psychology
Mayank Srivastava – Computer Science
Sean Michael Stafford – Physics
Erik Stephanou Eisenbruch Filomena – Financial Mathematics
Manjiao Sun – Statistical Data Science
Nickolas Robert Thibault – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Zachary Andrew VanOrman – Chemistry
Kevin Waite – Anthropology
Kyle Walters – Financial Mathematics
Mingqiu Wei – Statistics
Denise A. Wetzel – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Robert Walker Whitfield – Meteorology
Charlisa Tymone Whyns – Biochemistry
Catur Wibisono – Physics
Ethan Samuel Wickline – Biochemistry
Adihan Yulanda Widyaningsih – Meteorology
Madison Nichole Williams – Psychology
Videll Wallace Williams II – Biological Science
April Marie Rizzo Wooten – Biological Science
Chong Xu – Biochemistry
Yi Yang – Statistics
Nicholas Haynes Yarbrough – Anthropology
Kevin Yee – Computer Science
Sandugash Yergeshbayeva – Inorganic Chemistry
Andrea Mae Yoest – Biological Science
Kevin Daniel Ziegler – Computational Science

Doctor of Philosophy

With Major In

Giancarlo Paolo Angulo – Religion
Major Professor: Dr. Matthew Goff

“Pockets Full of Piety: A Socio-Economic Analysis of Sectarianism in the Dead Sea Scrolls”

Eleanor M. Boudreau – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. James Kimbrell

“Earnest, Earnest?”

Allison Lynn Brannan – Meteorology
Major Professors: Dr. Jeffrey Chagnon and Dr. Robert Hart

“An Analysis of the Extratropical Flow Response to Recurring Atlantic Tropical Cyclones”

Francis Albert Caruso – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. Randolph Clarke

“An Alternative Approach to Analyzing Disposition Ascriptions”

Mengqi Chai – Analytical Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Christian Bleiholder

“Towards Elucidating Protein and Glycoprotein Structures using Tandem Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometry- Mass Spectrometry (Tandem-TIMS/MS)”

Yang Chen – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Wu

“Deep Learning in Protein Design Studies and a Rank-based Point Process Model”

Amy L. Coale – History
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald E. Doel

“Portholes into a New World: The Contributions of Marine Studios, Florida to American Popular and Scientific Understanding of Marine Life”

Benjamin Lee Davis – Geology
Major Professor: Dr. James Tull

“The Tectonostratigraphy, Geochemistry, and Geochronology of the Dadeville Complex and Opelika Group of Alabama and Georgia: The Southern Appalachians Link to the Taconic Orogeny and Associated Suprasubduction System”

Mariangelly Diaz Rodriguez – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Jeremiah W. Murphy

“Observational Constraints for the Progenitors of Core-Collapse Supernovae”

Alexa Elizabeth Doran – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. David Kirby

“DM Me, Mother Darling”

Carolin Louise Garcia Fine – Classics
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel J. Pullen

“New Investigations into Prehistoric Corinth: the Neolithic Rhyton and Continuity of Social Practice in Southeast Europe Circa 6000-4200 BCE”

Carlos Gutierrez Garcia – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen McGill

“Optical and Electro-Optical Properties of Two-Dimensional Semiconductors”

Tanya Michelle Grae – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. James Kimbrell

“Undoll”

Hua Huang – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professors: Dr. Adrian Barbu and Dr. Kyle Gallivan

“Robust Machine Learning and the Application to Lane Change Decision Making Prediction”

Kellie M. Hyde – Neuroscience – Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Specter

“The Influence of Diet and Gastric Bypass on Behaviorally Assessed Taste Function in a Rodent Model”

Kelly Ann Jacobson – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Professor Ravi Howard

“Weaver”

Shakura Jahan – Geology
Major Professor: Dr. Yang Wang

“Reconstruction of Paleostorm History using Geochemical Proxies in Coastal Lake Sediments from the North and Northeastern Gulf Coastal Plain of Florida”

Joshua Alan Johnston – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. David Kirby & Professor Barbara Hamby

“My Time Among the Cannibals”

Munib Ahmad Khan – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Professor Skip Horack

“He Was a Friend of Mine”

Pamela Quiroz Knoll – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Oliver Steinbock

“Self-Organization of Hierarchically Ordered Inorganic Structures: From the Nanometer to the Centimeter Scale”

Hwiyoung Lee – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Victor Patrangenaru

“Extrinsic Analysis on Manifold Valued Data”

Inkoo Lee – Bioinformatics
Major Professor: Dr. Debajyoti Sinha

“Bayesian Regression for Skewed Tensor Response”

Xin Li – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professors: Dr. Feng Bao and Dr. Kyle Gallivan

“Drift Homotopy Implicit Particle Filter”

Zach A. Linge – Creative Writing
Major Professors: Dr. David Kirby and Professor Barbara Hamby

“His Visible Bones: Poems”

Sida Liu – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Adrian Barbu

“Efficient Methods for Unsupervised Learning”

Tianhan Liu – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Peng Xiong

“Spin Transport in Hybrid Organic-Semiconductor Nanostuctures via chirality-Induced Spin Selectivity”

Felipe Maldonado – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Kevin Hufferberger

“Fisher Matrix Forecasts for the Simons Observatory and DESI and an Implementation of the Two-Messenger-Fields Method”

Molly Marotta – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Judith Pascoe

“Snatched: Abduction, Gender, and the Perilous Microjourney in Eighteenth-Century British Literature”
Clancy Gabriel Daniell McGilligan – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Professor Skip Horack
“North”

Matthew James McLin – History
Major Professor: Dr. Charles Upchurch
“Contracting Innovation: Commerce, Technology, and the Contest for Irish Identity, 1815-1890”

Aldo Mariano Mendoza – Spanish
Major Professors: Dr. Juan Carlos Galeano and Dr. Jose Gomariz
“Creation of Alternative Cultural Spaces in Argentina”

Aram Joseph Mrjoian – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. Ravi Howard
“Above the Waterline”

Dyan Marie Neary – Creative Writing
Major Professors: Dr. Diane Roberts and Professor Bob Shacochis
“As If We Were Already Free: Unmaking Myths of American Justice”

John A. Nelzen – History
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Grant
“War and Revolution in Northern Germany, 1916-1920”

Jennifer Nicole Neu – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Theo Siegrist
“Nb2PdxSe5: Tuning Superconductivity, Electronic Properties and Structure in Pd Intercalation”

Dorsey Elizabeth Olbrich – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. David Kirby and Professor Barbara Hambly
“Plunder”

Stephen Joseph Oleszek – History
Major Professor: Dr. Andrew Frank
“Inventing the Alamo: The Creation of an American Myth 1836-1980”

Lee Patterson – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Stanley Gontarski
“The Double in the Modern Mirror: Reflecting 20th Century Drama in Artaudian Images of Thought”

Caleb Joshua Reynolds – Social Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Paul Conway
“You Will Know Them by Their Fruit: Expectations and Perceptions of Religious Peoples’ Moral Judgments”

Olga Romero Mestas – Spanish
Major Professor: Dr. Jose Gomariz
“Fragmentación, identidad y geopolítica en el Caribe y Filipinas. La resistencia discursiva en las postrimerías del imperio español”

Ahana Roy Choudhury – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Piyush Kumar
“Contributions to Autonomous Systems in Trading, Transportation, and Diagnostic Imaging”

Wright Ashley Shamp – Statistics
Major Professors: Dr. Eric Chicken and Dr. Antonio Linero
“Computationally Efficient Bayesian Sequential Monitoring for Functional Profiles and Density Estimation”

Chen Shen – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Victor Patrangenaru
“Topological Data Analysis for Medical Imaging and RNA Data Analysis on Tree Spaces”

Deirdra Michelle Shupe – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Gary Taylor
“Textually Transmitted Diseases: Narrative Contact Tracing in Depictions of Ancient Troy”

Daniel Alexander Silva – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Per Arne Rikvold
“Multicriticality in Ising Models”

John Cody Smith – Creative Writing
Major Professors: Dr. James Kimbrell and Professor Barbara Hambly
“GULF: Poems”

Jay Robert Spitzley – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. Alfred Mele
“Moral Responsibility Intuitions and Their Explanations: Problems for Retributivism and Desert”

Lily Stanley – Physics
Major Professors: Dr. Dragana Popović and Dr. Nicholas Bonesteel
“Charge Dynamics near Phase Transitions in 2D Systems”

Matthew Charles Taylor – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. Alfred Mele
“Moral Agency and Situationism”

Chenran Wang – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Wu
“Machine Learning Methods for Protein Design and Protein-Ligand Docking”

Mingyuan Wang – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Adrian Barbu
“Online and Offline Feature Screening and Applications”

Cocoa Michelle Williams – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Maxine Montgomery
“Museums of the Mind: The Ekphrastic Imagination in the African American Literary Tradition”

Yue Zhu – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Weikuan Yu
“User-level I/O Accelerations for High-Performance Deep Learning Applications”
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ROTC

To Be Commissioned as
Ensign
In the United States Navy
Nicholas J. O'Donnell
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Alexander E. Wilson

To Be Commissioned as
Second Lieutenant
In the United States Army
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VETERANS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES
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Cory Carte
Charles Moore Clark
David Tyler Copeland